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Hybrid Modelling of Elastic Wave Interaction

Abstract

\Mith Inhomogeneities In An Elastic Medium

Two hybrid modelling schemes are presented to study the interaction of steady state

elastic rvaves with inhomogeneities embedded in an infinite/semi-infinite elastic medium.

The modelling is achieved by partitioning the domain into an interior region and an exterior

region. The interior region is bounded and contains all inhomogeneities. It is modelled by

conventional finite elements. 
'Wave function expansions are used in the first scheme while

a boundary integral representation is employed in the second one, to model the exterior

region.

The first scheme is used to investigate the scattering of elastic waves by spheroidal

inclusions embedded in an infinite medium. The results may be used to ultrasonically

characterize different inclusion shapes. Also studied by using this scherne is the interaction

of flexural waves with a cavityfcrack in an infinite plate. It is found that the stress

concentration factors are lower in the dynamic case than in the static case.

The second scheme is intended for half-space problems. The emphasis here is on

field representation and on evaluation of the model. The results obtained from this model

are found to be in excellent agreement with those obtained by other schemes. Finally the

application of the model to study the scattering of seismic waves by canyons on the surface

of a half-space is demonstrated.
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1.1 General

The catastrophic nature of earthquakes is well known. It is estimated that as many

as 50,000 people perished in the December, 1988 earthquake in Armenia, USSR (ASCE,

1990). The recent Loma Prieta earthquake of Octob et 17,1989 measured 7.1 on the Richter

scale. It had a mere five seconds of strong ground motion but caused over U$ 5 billion

in damage (ENR, 1990). Most of the property damage and loss of life occured on soft

soils comprising less than 7% of the total ground area affected, and many miles from the

epicenter. This indicates that there is a need to understand how seismic waves interact

with obstacles and how the local topography and geological characteristics influence the

ground motion during earthquakes. The subject has been treated in the literature as a

problem of elastic wave scattering. In this thesis, scattering means a combined effect of

reflection, refraction and diffraction.

Elastic wave scattering is the result of interaction of elastic waves with obstacles or

inhomogeneities embedded in an elastic medium. It has been a subject of interest to many

researchers not only in earthquake engineering but also in nondestructive testing.

In the field of nondestructive testing, the interest is in detecting defects in solids. In

this, an ultrasonic (elastic) pulse is sent into the solid containing the defect. \Mhen the

pulse passes through a defect such as a fl.aw, a crack or an inhomogeneity, it is scattered.

The scattered field carries a substantial amount of information about the size, shape,

location and nature of the defect. Detection of existence and nature of the defect from the

measured scattered field constitutes an inuerse problem. A solution of the direct problem

is, however, a necessary prerequisite for solving the inverse problem.

1. INTRODUCTION



This study is concerned with the numerical modelling of steady state scattering of elas-

tic waves by inhomogeneities embedded in an isotropic elastic medium. In particular, the

investigation first considers the scattering of elastic rvaves by a spheroidal inclusion. The

results may be used to ultrasonically characterize different inclusion shapes. Secondly the

interaction of flexural elastic waves with a cavily f crack in an infinite plate is considered.

The effect of a dynamic loading on a plate is to generate waves. 'When 
these rvaves pass

through a geometric discontinuity such as a cavity or a crack, they are scattered causing

a sharp increase of stress over a nominal value in a localized region of the discontinuity.

Knowledge of this dynamic stress concentration is useful in the design of pressure vessels,

nuclear power plant components, etc. Finally the scattering of seismic waves by canyons

having axisymmetric geometry on the surface of an elastic half space is considered. The

resulting ground motion amplification effects can be an important factor in the assessment

of seismic risk, in urban planning and in seismic design of critical facilities. The afore-

mentioned three problems are referred to as full-space, plate and half-space problems,

respectively. The basic nature of all these seemingly different problems is the same, viz,

to determine the scattered field for a given scatterer and incident field.

1.2 Methods available : An overview

The solution of a steady state elastic wave scattering problem may be approached by

either analytical or numerical methods. Both approaches have certain lirnitations depend-

ing on the nature of the problem.

Analytical techniques dominated the literature during the first half of the century.

Two analytical solution techniques have been mostly used and they met with minirnal

success (Pao and Mow,1973). One is separation of variables (also called waue function

erpansion techni,que) in which the partial differential equations describing the scattering

2



phenomenon are solved in terms of wave functions for fields inside and outside the in-

homogeneity. The inner and outer solutions are then matched across the surface of the

inhomogeneity to ensure continuity of displacements and stresses. The matching is in-

tractable, however, for inhomogeneities having surfaces that do not correspond to level

surfaces of the coordinate system being used. The other technique is the integral equation

method. Although this method is conceptually valid for scatterers of arbitrary geometry,

again solutions do not appear possible except for very simple geometries.

Most scatterers encountered in practice have complicated geometries. Closed form

solutions for these scatterers are not feasible and, therefore, it is necessary to resort to

numerical methods. The most versatile numerical tool is the finite element method. In

this approach, both the scatterer and the host medium are modelled through an assemblage

of finite elements. An obvious shortcoming of such an approach is that the domain, which

is usually infinite in the direction of at least one coordinate axis for the class of problerns

under consideration, has to be modelled by a finite sized model. Attempts have been

made to reduce the error stemming from the use of finite sized model by prescribing

appropriate boundary conditions to be used along the boundary of the finite computational

domain (Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer, 1969; Smith, L974;Ka:usel et al, 1975; Chow and Srnith,

1981; Medina and Taylor, 1983; Lee and Dasgupta, 1984). By and large, they are either

approximate in nature or work best at certain angles of incidence. Recently a scheme has

been proposed (Ting and Miksis, 1986) to generate exact boundary data but a numerical

implementation and comparison of accuracy of this scheme is yet to be reported.

In recent years, boundary integral equation methods have gained increasing popular-

ity. Unlike finite element methods, no fictitious boundaries are introduced in a boundary

integral formulation. Thus these methods are well suited to deal with wave propagation

problems. In these methods, an integral representation involving boundary values and

possibly interior sources is constructed and solved (Cruse, 1968; Cole et al, 1978). The

o
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solution at any interior point is then determined through the original integral representa-

tion. The infinite nature of the domain encountered in rÃ/ave propagation problems does

not cause any difficulty. The main advantage of the boundary integral method is that

it reduces by one the dimensionality of the problem which yields numerical advantages.

Furthermore, the boundary integral equation methods can be combined with finite ele-

ment methods. This combination offers a powerful tool to solve a wide class of problems

(Zienkiewicz,7977; Shah et at, 1982). Two approaches are possible in the forrnulation of

boundary integral equation methods. One is known as the indirect method and the other

is the direct method. In the indirect formulation, boundary solutions are obtained by using

sources or dipoles which, sometimes, lack physical interpretation. The direct formulation

is the one usually associated with boundary elements. This is mathematically sophisticated

and lends itself to refinements more easily than the indirect method. Moreover the indirect

method can be interpreted as a particular case of the direct one (Brebbia, 1978).

l-.3 Literature revrew:

In this section, the literature pertaining to the three problems at hand is presented.

1.3.1. Scattering by three dimensional inhomogeneities in an infinite medium:

Two-dimensional scattering problerns have been well studied by many authors. Sezawa

(7927) is credited with initiating a general treatment of the scattering of waves by a circular

cylinder. After Sezawa's work there appears to have been very little done until the late

1950's, when interest in the subject revived. This led to numerous publications. Of

particular significance are the works of Miles (1960) on scattering of P and SV waves

by cylindrical rigid inclusions, of Thau and Pao (1966,1967) on scattering by parabolic

cylindrical obstacles and of Baron and Matthews (1961) and Miklowitz (7964) on transient

response. \Me note here that Pao and Mow (1973) have presented an excellent monograph

4



on this subject.

Solutions for three dimensional scattering are rather scant. This is due to the increased

difficulties which arise with the additional dimension. Owing to the geometry, spherical

inclusion problems are perhaps the easiest three dimensional problem to solve. Sezawa

(7927) is the first to formulate the scattering of elastic waves by spherical inclusions. Ying

and Tluell (1956) investigated the scattering of pressure v/aves by spherical obstacles.

Knopoff (1959a,1959b) also investigated this problem and that of shear wave scattering.

The problem of transient wave scattering by spherical obstacles has also been solved by

Mow (1965,1966), by Norwood and Miklowitz (1967), and recently by \Mijeyewickrema and

Keer (1989).

The references cited so far have dealt with spherical geometries. Varadan and Varadan

(1976) and Tsao et al (1982) have obtained solutions for nonspherical geometry by em-

ploying the so-called T-matrir formulation. Recently, a numerical technique cornbining the

finite element method with the wave function expansion procedure has been proposed to

study the diffraction of elastic waves in two dimensions by cracks and cavities located in

infinite or semi-infinite media (Strah et al 1982, 1983, 1985, 1987, Datta et al 1982, Datta

and Shah, 1982; Abduljabbar et al 1983). The above numerical technique is extended in

this thesis to study the scattering of elastic waves by spheroidal inclusions in an infinite

medium.

L.3.2. Scattering of flexural waves by a cavilyf crack in an infinite plate:

When a plate is subjected to external forces applied perpendicular to the plate, flex-

ural waves are generated. These waves are of entirely different nature from the pressure

and sirear \Maves found in an elastic continuum. The scattering of flexural waves by a

cavity/crack in a plate has not been given much attention in the literature. This may be

5



due to the lack of a simple theory for plates that takes into account the shear effects and

the inherent complexities associated with the crack problems in general. Pao and Chao

(1964) studied the scattering of flexural rvaves by circular cavities in an isotropic and infi-

nite elastic plate by using the wave function technique. McCoy (1968) studied the effects

of non-propagating flexural waves on dynamical stress concentrations. Sih and Loeber

(1968) and Sih and Chen (1977) considered the scattering by a through-crack in an infinite

plate. In their analysis, the excitation was such that a state of symmetric bending existed.

They used the integral equation formulation, the solution of which is impossible for gen-

eral unsymmetric excitation. In this thesis, the author extends the hybrid technique which

combines the finite element method with flexural wave functions to study the scattering

of flexural waves by a crack and a cavity.

1.3.3. Scattering of seismic waves by axisymmetric canyons on the surface of

an elastic half space:

Analysis of many earthquakes indicates that the area of intense damage is highly

localized. This has led many researchers to study the effect of topography and geologi-

cal characteristics on the ground motion amplification during earthquakes. Kagami et al

(1982,1986), and King and Tucker (1984) have studied this problem experimentally. The-

orical studies have also been made. The case of SH wave scattering has been investigated

extensively due to its mathematical simplicity. The works of Thifunac (1971), Wong and

tifunac (1974),, Sanchez-Sesma and Rosenbluth (1979), Dravinski (1982) and Shah et al

(1982), among others, are notewortþ

The two dimensional scattering of P and SV waves is much more complex than the

SH wave case. The increased complexity is due to the mode conversion that takes place

in the scattered field. Bouchon (1973) studied the effect of topography on surface motion



for incident P and SV waves. Dravinski and Mossessian (1987) studied the scattering

by dipping layers of P, SV and Rayleigh waves by using the indirect boundary integral

formulation. Solutions in time domain have been given by Eshraghi and Dravinski (1989a,

ieseb).

Wong and Luco (1976) used an integral equation formulation to solve the scattering by

three dimensional irregularities. Lee (198a) presented a solution scheme for diffraction of P,

SV and SH waves by a hemispherical canyon. The method consists of expressing the wave

fields in series expansions and a laborious matching of coêfficients at the boundary of the

scatterer. Sanchez-Sesma (1983) considered the scattering of vertically incident P wave by

a hemispherical canyon. Khair et al (1989) considered the three dimensional scattering of

P and SV waves by cylindrical valleys. In this thesis, A hybrid approach recently developed

for two-dimensional problems (Shah et al, 1982; Khair et al, 1989; Bouden et al, 1989) is

extended by the author to study the scattering of seismic waves by axisymmetric canyons

on the surface of a half space. It is noted here that while this study was in progress, two

papers appeared in the literature. In one (Eshraghi and Dravinski, 1989c), scattering by

non-axisymmetric canyons is considered by using the wave function expansion technique.

The stress-free boundary conditions on the surface of the half space are imposed locally in

a least-square sense. In the other (Mossessian and Dravinski, 1989), an indirect boundary

integral approach was used where the need to impose stress-free boundary conditions on

the surface of the half space does not arise due to the use of three dimensional half space

Green's functions. The present author has considered axisymmetric canyons by using a

direct boundary element approach coupled with a finite element method. The advantages

of this approach over the indirect one is explained in chapter 4.



1.4 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is concerned with the development and application of two hybrid models to

study steady state elastic wave scattering problems. In Chapter 2, lhe formulation of the

liybrid model to study the scattering of elastic waves by spheroidal inclusions in entire space

is presented. The validation of this model and other numerical results are also discussed

in the same chapter. Then scattering of flexural waves by a cavity as well as a crack in

an infinite plate is considered. Formulation of the hybrid model and its applications are

presented in Chapter 3. The hybrid model presented in the aforementioned chapters relies

on wave functions for capturing the far fieid behaviour. A boundary integral representation

of the far field results in an alternative yet powerful hybrid model. The formulation of this

model employs axisymmetric Green's functions for an elastic half space. In Chapler 4,

the formulation of the hybrid model and a systematic derivation of Green's functions are

presented. Also discussed in the same chapter is the numerical aspects of both the Green's

functions and the hybrid model. Finally, summary and significant conclusions of this

research are presented in Chapter 5.



2. HYBRID MODELLING WITH \MAVE FUNCTIONS FOR

FULL SPACE PROBLEMS

2.1 Description of the problem

This chapter is concerned with the development of a hybrid model to study the scatter-

ing of elastic waves by an axisymmetric scatterer embedded in an isotropic elastic medium.

The geometry of the problem is depicted in Fig. 2.1 where a spheroidal inclusion having

diameters 2a and 2b along the z and z axes, respectively, is shown; z axis is the symmetry

axis. The spheroid is prolate for ó ) ¿ and oblate for b < a. It is excited by a time

harmonic plane P or SV wave that is incident obliquely to the axis of symmetry. \Mithout

loss of generality, the plane of propagation may be taken as the xz-plane. It is noted here

that the use of a spheroidal inclusion is only for the purpose of illustration and the model

developed below is valid for any axisymmetric cavity or inclusion.

When the incident wave strikes an inhomogeneity, it is partly scattered back and partly

transmitted into the inclusion. The resulting motion is three dimensional and governed by

the equation

where U is the displacement vector at a point, À and þL are Lamé constants, p the density of

the medium, V is the three dimensional harmonic operator and a dot denotes differentiation

with respect to time. A solution of (2.1) satisfying the radiation conditions at infinity

and the continuity conditions of displacements and stresses across the boundary of the

inhomogeneity is sought.

() +ø)V(v.U) - p,Y x V x U : pÜ (2.1)



2.2 Hybrid Model: Finite element - 'Wave function expansion

An approximate solution of equation (2.1) satisfying the radiation and continuity con-

ditions is obtained through the hybrid modelling. The strategy here is to draw a fictitious

spherical boundary B enclosing the scatterer. The region interior to this boundary, re-

ferred to as i,nterior reg'ion in the sequel, consists of the scatterer and a small region of the

host medium adjacent to it. It is modelled through an assemblage of conventional finite

elements. The exterior region is represented by spherical wave functions. Continuity of

displacements and tractions between the interior and the exterior region is imposed on the

boundary B. The model then yields displacements at the nodes on the boundary which

may be used to evaluate the field at any point in the domain. It is noted here that the

mesh boundary B need not be spherical; however, this choice is natural in anticipation

of using spherical wave functions. Moreover, the method is conceptually applicable to all

frequencies, but a proper finite element model and a sufficient number of wave functions

are required.

2.3 Finite Element Formulation of the Interior Region

Consider a cylindrical coordinate system (r,ó, r) as shown in figure 2.2a. It is located

at the center of the spheroid and shares the z-axis with the Cartesian coordinate system.

The excitation due to the incident wave field is generally non-axisymmetric. In the anal-

ysis of axisymmetric bodies subjected to non-axisymmetric loadings, both the loads and

displacements are expanded in Fourier series in the circumferential direction. For instance,

the displacement components may be written, in cylindrical coordinate system (Fig. 2.2a),

AS

[1,(r, ó, z, t) - l[ O,,.{r, z) cos mó + (J,,n(r,,2) sin *ó] "-0"
n¿=0

10
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IJ"(r,ó,",t): t lU,,n(r,z) cosmó+Û,,,(r,a) sin *ó]"-0"
¡t¿=0

oo

Uo(r, ó, ,,t) : t l-U6, Q,z) sin mô + Û6,.(r,z) cos ^öl "-o-'nt=O

wlrere i: Jl, the overbar denotes amplitudes of the displacement components symmet-

ric about the / - 0 axis, the hat denotes the antisymmetric parts and m represents the

circumferential harmonic number. The negative sign before [Jq,n has the effect of giving

identical stiffness matrix for both symmetric and antisymmetric components. In the fi-

nite element analysis the amplitudes of displacement components, which are the primary

unknowns, are functions of r and z only and do not depend upon /. Thus, what was origi-

nally a three dimensional problem is reduced to a two dimensional problem. In writing eq.

(2.2) a harmonic time variation with circular frequency ø has been assumed. This occurs

throughout and may be omitted in the following for notational convenience.

The axisymmetric scatterer is acted upon by an incident P or SV wave which propa-

gates in the xz-plane making an angle 7 with the z-axis as shown in figure 2.1. Owing to

the nature of excitation of these 'waves, only the symmetric part of the displacement com-

ponents need be considered. Moreover the isotropy of the medium and the orthogonality

of the trignometric functions in eq. (2.2) rcnder any two harmonics uncoupled. This and

the linearity of the problem enable us to consider each harmonic as a separate problem

and to use superposition to get the final solution. Thus the need for a division into finite

elements in the @-direction is replaced by the need to superpose separate solutions. In

what follows, the forrnulation is given for a single rz.

The amplitude of displacements within an element e for a harmonic m is interpolated

from the nodal displacement amplitudes as

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

where [l/u] contains interpolation functions (Zienkiewicz, 7977), {q;} ir the vector of

11
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element nodal displacement amplitudes, and

in which superscript ? denotes transpose. The strains at a point are related to the dis-

placement field through

{e,.} - lLl{U,-} (2.4)

where [tr] is an operator matrix containing first order partial derivatives, and

(- ì /- - t'T
\€rn j : \€rr^ €rr* €óó^ err^ €ró* €"ô^)' .

{Uh} : (U;,. U:,- t6*)'

In view of equation (2.3), the strain - nodal displacement relationship for the element e

may be written in the form

[ei] : [B"l{qh} Q.5)

where

[B"l: [¿][¡r"].

The stress - nodal displacement relationship is obtained from the constitutive law

{õi} : lD'l{ëi} (2.6)

by substituting it into equation (2.5). Thus, we obtain

{õ:^} : lD'lla'l{q'.,}

in which [D"] is the elasticity matrix and

The element stiffness and mass matrices can be obtained from the energy functional

F : + l o.t{u',.}' teî,i} - p" uz tuht' tu#\lrdrd'

- 
6'n I u n:"¡, {uX} + {úh}, {Rif}]rd* (2.8)2 J r.t\"n

72

{Ar.} : (orr^ õ""* 066* õr"^ õrq* o"ó*)T.

(2.7)



where (x) indicates complex conjugate, R:^ is the traction vector on the boundary of the

element, and

6ro= 
(zn - m:0=[n' , rn]I

The first integral in equation (2.8) is over the area of the element while the second one is

over the boundary of the element. Upon substituting equations (2.3), (2.5) and (2.7) into

equation (2.8) and minirnizing it, one gets for the element e

where

lKhl : u * I o.lB*'l' [D'][n"]r d'r d,z

lMÍ-l : u* I o.P" 
[¡/"]?'[¡r']r dr d'z

are the stiffness and consistent mass matrices respectively. In the above, {Ph} is the

consistent nodal load vector. At this stage, the subscript m is dropped from expressions

with the understanding that the problem is solved for each m and superposition is used to

obtain the final solution.

llxzl - r' lM:"ll {q""} : {Ph}

Equation (2.9) governs the motion of the element e.

of the whole interior region may be obtained through

Ieading to

tsl{ø} : {P}

where [S] is the modified system stiffness matrix defined by

in which [1l] and lMl arc, respectively, the global stiffness and mass matrices of tire inte-

rior region; {ø} is the vector of nodal displacement amplitudes and {P} is the vector of

load amplitudes which has non-zero components corresponding to the interface degrees-of-

freedom only. If the vector {ø} of nodal displacements is separated into two parts: {4e}

13

(2.e)

The governing equation of motion

a systematic assembly procedure

[s] :[Kl-r'lM]

(2.10)



corresponding to nodal displacements at the boundary B and {qt} corresponding to nodal

displacements elsewhere in the interior region, equation (2.10) becomes

lsrr srnl(0,) f_oÌ 
e.Lr)lsai s"" )\q" J 

: 
t P" I

in which {Pt} represents the amplitude of interaction forces between the interior and

exterior regions.

2.4 Spherical Wave Functions for Exterior Region

The wave field in the exterior region comprises the incident and scattered waves.

While the former is known, the latter is unknown.

Using Helmholtz decomposition the displacement field due to scattered waves may be

written, in spherical coordinate system (Figure 2.2), as

wlrere the three potentials g", T" and ¡" satisfy

(v, + k?)v":o

(v' r k2")Tl" -g
(v' t- kz")y" - g.

û" : v,p" * v x (ëpRrÌ") + *o " 
Y x (ëpTy")

fvg

In the foregoing equations, superscript s

along the R-direction and ko and k" are

given by

ke:

lí" :

indicates scattered

respectively, P and

(2.73a)

(2.13b)

(2.73c)

field, d¿ is the unit vector

SV wave numbers, and are

(2.72)
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It may be noted that [/" as given by equation (2.72) satisfies equation (2.L), and therefore

is admissible. The solution of equation (2.13) can be expressed as a linear combination of

spherical wave functions:

,": Ë Ë alnnhn(lcoil)Pff(cos0) cosmg (2.75a)
¡¡1,=0 r¿=m,

oo oo

X':tI a2n,nhn(k"R)P[(cos0)cosmþ (2.15b)
¡¡z=0 t¿=¡¡1,

oo oo

?":tI b3n,nhn(k"R)Pff(cos0)sinmþ (2.75c)
nt=O n=rr¿

in which a"J.ntn,t a2n,n afid b3nrn ãîe, unkno\¡/n coefficients, hn( ) is spherical Hankel function

of the first kind and order n, and P{(cosd) the associated Legendre function. The wave

field defined by equation (2.15) consists of outgoing waves only. Therefore the radiation

conditions at infinity are satisfied.

Substituting equations (2.15a-c) into equation (2.I2), one obtains

Uå : Ë ù"a,. cosmþ (z.I6a)
rn=O

3
Uå : L Ufi* cosmþ (z.I6b)

tn=0
oo

Uå: Ð -Oå-, sinmþ (z.r6c)
tn=0

where tlre amplitudes [/fi,. ,(1fi,n and tJ$,, 
^r" 

expressed as

ù"o,.: î Þr.,-ok, I azn,n ghz]pi e.r1a)

oo

uå,*: f [@r.,-oi, I a2n,n gir)# * benngïsffil Q.rTb)
"--:

uå,-: f l@r.,.s$, i dznn gir) 
-+r0 

i bsn,nglrffl Q.17c)

in which g¿t,....,nï, 
^;;no\¡¡n functions and their complete expressions are given in

Appendix A.
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Evaluating equation (2.L7) at each node lying on the boundary B, a relationship

between the displacements and the unknown coefficients may be established in the form

where {4"a} "pn 
is the vector of nodal displacement amplitudes in the spherical coordinate

system due to the scattered field and {ø} contains the unknown coefficients a1nrn,d2n¡n

and b3n,n; (n: *,m*7,...). In writing equation (2.1S), the summations in equation

(2.77) are taken from rz : m to n : r'n * ltra - 1 where .ô/s is the number of nodes on

the boundary B. This results in matri* [G] being square. Note that the number of nodes

on the boundary plays an important role on the number of wave functions included in the

analysis.

The stress field due to the scattered rûr'aves may be expressed as

ohn: 
Ð"ur^* 

cosmþ (2.I9a)

oå, : Ë o"ps^ cosms (z.Igb)
^;"

"ho: Ð -oho^ sinmþ (2.79c)

where the amplitudes ofto- ,,õhe* ^r;;;r^are given by

o"an^ : 
ä[on,-fftt 

I a2n n fftz]pi Q.20a)

oo

the,o: t l@n,-rit t a2n,n rir)# t bsn,-Tisffil e.20b)
":

õho,-: t l@n,-ri, t dzn,o rk)# + bs*,-ritffl e.20c)

Expressions for /ff, ,....,"i{ ^re 
given in Appendix A.

A relationship may now be established, as was done in equation (2.1S), between the

interaction force vector and the unknown coef,Êcients by evaluating the expressions for
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stresses at the boundary nodes:

wlrere {P"B}"on is the interaction force vector at the boundary B. The matrix [f'], which

contains spherical Hankel functions, associated Legendre polynomials and their derivatives,

is square since the same number of nts, as in equation (2.1s), are considered.

It is now possible to relate the boundary traction vector to boundary displacement

vector by eliminating {ø} from equations (2.18) and (2.21):

{PÈ}"rn: [r][c]-t {Q"a}"pn (2.22)

Tlre vectors {P$},o¿ and {q"s}"pn in the above equations are in the spherical coordinate

system. They may be transformed to the cylindrical coordinate system to become

{PÊ}: [sr] {øË,} (2.2r)

where

{Pi¡}"on: [F]{a}

in which ["] is the transformation matrix. The matrix [^9¡] is fully populated, complex

valued and unsymmetric.

2.5 Global Solution

(2.21)

Recapitulating at this point, the load-displacement relationships for the interior region

(equation 2.11) and the exterior region (equation 2.23) arc available. Only the continuity

of displacements and tractions at the boundary B remains to be satisfied.

lsrl : [r]r[F][c]-'["]

The continuity conditions at the mesh boundary B may be written as

{ø"¡:{qb} + {q"B}

{P"}:{P,"} + {Fåi

77

(2.2aa)

(2.24b)



where those on the left hand side of the equation are from the interior region while those on

the right hand side of the equation represent the exterior region. The superscript i denotes

incident field. Substitution of equations (2.23) and (2.2! into equation (2.11) leads to

which may be solved for the unknown displacements in the interior region through con-

ventional methods. The unknown coefficients atntn¡a2n¡¡ ãlld bynro, which indicate the

strength of the scattered $¡aves in the exterior region, may now be obtained by using

equations (2.zaa) and (2.18).

2.6 Incident wave

I f;, "T' 
"-r, ] {'u'"} 

: 
{ u, } r,0"}

The formulation presented in the previous sections requires that a quantity of interest

be calculated for each harmonic nz and superposition be used to obtain the final solution.

However, when the angle of incidence is zero, only one harrnonic number, namely rn:O for

incident P wave and nz:1 for incidenr SV wave, need to be considered. The degenerate

and general cases of incidence are discussed below.

Zero angle of incidence:

Let us first consider the case of a P wave travelling along the z-axis. The incident

field is defined by ihe potential

This qualifies as a purely axisymmetric problem since both geometry and loading are

axisymmetric. In such problems, the displacement component in the circumferential direc-

tion, Uç, vanishes. In addition, the radial displacement component, U, on the symmetry

axis also vanishes,i.e.,

(2.25)

gi - J--"u,,,.
Lñp

U"(0,, z) : 0
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and this should be imposed in the finite element code for nodes lying on the z-axis.

In the case of an SV wave travelling along the z-axis, it is convenient to define the

incident field in terms of its displacement field:

A comparison of equation (2.28) with equafion (2.2) reveals that the

field is characterized by just one harmonic number, m : 7. It gives

conditions on the z-axis:

u|:
ui:
ui:

eik"'cosó

-eik"" sin ó

0

It is a routine matter to impose the condition given in equation (2.29a) on a finite element

algoritlrm. The condition given by equatio n (2.29b) cannot be implemented, however,

in tlre present form. \Me introduce two fictitious displacement components W and V6 to

replace U, and U4 through an orthogonal transformation of the form

{n}:l:lfn y,ßl{n}

which transform equation (2.29b) into

U"(0,, z) : 0

ù,(0, z) : ùa(0, z)

(2.28a)

(2.28b)

(2.28c)

above displacement

rise to the following

Imposition of this condition in a finite element code is straightforward.

(2.zsa)

(2.2eb)

VoQ, z) : 0.
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Oblique angle of incidence:

A plane P wave incident obliquely to the axis of symmetry may be expressed mathe-

matically in terms of its potential as

ón : !"oko(z cos'yføsin7)
xkp 

Í'7 ) (2'32a)

or, in Fourier-Bessel series form

1-
öo : #"ilcozcos? I e,ni,^J,n(korsin 1)cosmþ (z.JZb)xKP 

",,=o

where 7 is the angle of incidence,, J,n is the Bessel function of the first kind and order rn

and

u,^:{! '' *=9. 
(2.33)

[2 , n'L>1'

For an ,SIl wave incident obliquely to the symmetry axis, its potential rnay be given by

^,i - - --J-, "nr.(z 
cos 7f o sin 7)x---^lssrnT rstnl) (23aa)

or, in series form

ui : -- 
J-"aoszcos-r 

i e,-i,*Jrr(k"rsin 1)cosm$ (2.J4b)/\ k" sin 7 
" 

¡¡¿=o

It is the series form that we need for harmonic analysis. It may be noted that one can

obtain equation (2.26) by substituting m : 0 and 7 : 0 in equation (2.32b). Similarly

equation (2.28) may be obtained from the substitution n'L : 1 and .y : 0 in equation

(2.34b), but note that the value ?:0 should be substituted in a limiting fashion.

The case of oblique incidence requires all the harmonics from zero to infinity. The

conditions f.or m: 0 and m : I are the same as given by equations (2.27) and (2.29),

respectivelv. and f.ot m 2 2

U,(0,2) : fI,(0, z¡ : tlO@, z) : 0.

20
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They don't pose any difficulty for implementation in a finite element program.

2.7 Numerical results and discussions

In designing the finite element mesh, two factors need be considered. First, there

must be a sufficient number of wave functions to capture the far-field behaviour. At the

outset, this might seem to have nothing to do with the finite element mesh, but we recall

that the number of wave functions that could be accomodated in the model is related to

.lüa-the number of nodes on the boundary B (cf. eq. 2.18). A value for l/s could be

arrived at in a test problem by first solving it analytically and observing the convergence

of the series solution (i.e., eq. 2.15). Second, the size of each finite element should be

kept within a certain limit in order to ensure that the finite element model transmit the

waves effectively. The size of linear quadrilateral elements is limited to 1/8 of the minimum

wave length of the types of wave being considered. The corresponding si,ze-factor for llte

quadratic elements is ll . It is found that the mesh dictated by these guidelines is usually

adequate; occassionally, especially at a high frequency, a finer mesh had to be used.

The validity of the proposed model is first assessed by considering the scattering of an

incident P wave by a spherical cavity. The incident wave is propagating along the z-axis

and is given by equation (2.26). The displacements along the circumference of the cavity

are computed for discrete values of the dimensionless frequency k"a in the range 0.1-3.4

where ø is the radius of the cavity. The results are found to be in close agreement with the

analytical solution. The figure 2.3 illustrates the accuracy of the proposed method for the

dimensionless frequency k"a :1.732. Figure 2.4 shows the results for an incident SV wave

defined by equation (2.28). Although this establishes the accuracy of nodal displacements,

the accuracy of the unknown coefficients in the scattered field must be evaluated. To do so,

we calculate the scattering cross-section for a spherical solid inclusion surrounded by layers

as shown in figure 2.5. The scattering cross-section represents the ratio of time average of

2T



the scattered energy to the time average of the incoming energy. Expressions for scattering

cross-section are given in Appendix B. Note that the evaluation of scattering cross-section

requires the undetermined coefficients of the scattered field. In this and other subsequent

problems, the inclusion is SiC and the host medium is Al, material properties of which are

given in Appendix C. The incident wave is a P or an SV wave travelling in the direction of

z-axis. In Tables 2.1-2.3 real and imaginary parts of the scattering cross section obtained

from this study are shown along with the analytical solutions. It is seen that there is good

agreement between them. Some discrepancies in solutions for low frequencies arise because

the wave function expansions for the exterior region are undefined at zero frequency. A

very fine mesh is to be used for higher frequencies.

The above test problems are completely defined by a single harmonic number. A wave

incident obliquely demands consideration of all the harmonics. It appears that the error

might build up during the superposition stage. In order to investigate this, we consider an

oblique incident wave which is scattered by a solid spherical inclusion. It is found that the

results for angles of incidence of 45o and g0o, given in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, agree well with

the analytical solution.

A more complicated case occurs when the scatterer is a spheroid surrounded by layers

(figure 2.6). This problem arise when there is an interaction zone between the reinforcing

particles and the matrix and when the particles are coated. Results are presented for both

prolate and oblate spheroids. The cross-section of a spheroid in the nz_plane is an ellipse,

the geometry of which is completely defined by the lengths of the diameters along the r
and z axes. For the prolate spheroidal inclusion, the diameters along the z-axis are 4a

for the core solid, 4.2a for the first layer and 4.4a for the second layer. The corresponding

values along the rc-axis are 2a,2.2a,, and 2.4a. In the case of oblate spheroidal inclusion,

the diameters along the z-axis arc 2b for the core solid, 2.2b for the first layer and 2.4ó

for the second layer, and the corresponding values along the r-axis are 4b,4.2b, and 4.4b.
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The problem is easily solved by the proposed method due to the great flexibility of the

finite element technique. It should be mentioned here that there is no analytical solution

available for this problem. Since the number of wave functions needed to capture the

behaviour of the exterior region is not known a priori, successively finer meshes have to

be used until no significant changes occur in the computed results. Results for the prolate

and oblate spheroidal inclusions are presented in figure 2.7 for various angles of incidence

of P wave. It is seen that the scattering cross-section increases with the addition of layers.

Tliis is to be expected since the addition of layers of properties stiffer than the matrix

increases the effective cross-section of the inclusion. The increase will of course depend

on the material properties of the layers chosen. Moreover, the scattering cross-section

of prolate spheroidal inclusion decreases with increasing angle of incidence. For oblate

spheroidal inclusion, on the other hand, it increases with increasing angle of incidence.

This is an interesting result and quite different from the result for the SV wave as shown

in figure 2.8. There it is found that the maximum cross-section for a prolate spheroid

occurs at increasing angles ofincidence as frequency increases. For oblate spheroid, on the

other hand, it occurs at decreasing angles of incidence.

For both P and ,SZ waves it is found that the scattering cross-sections of oblate

spheroids are larger than those of prolate spheroids, and both of these are larger than those

of inscribed spheres. This behaviour can be used to ultrasonically characterize different

inclusion shapes.

2.8 Concluding remarks

A hybrid finite element and wave function expansion technique is used here to study

scattering of P and SV waves by prolate and oblate spheroids with and without interface

layers between the inclusions and the matrix. It is found that the scattering cross-section

increases with increasing thickness of interface layer when the mechanical properties of
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the layers are intermediate between those of the inclusions and the matrix. Although

behaviour is to expected, the actual increase depends on the material properties and

tlrickness of the interphase zoîe.

Interphase or interface zones in these probiems play an important role in determining

the mechanical behaviour of composite materials. The present study shows that changes

in the scattering cross-sections may be used to parametrically characterize the interphase

properties and thickness. However, to do so would require further investigation. In a recent

paper, Datta et al (1988) have presented results of a parametric study in which a simplified

model of the interface layer was used. It was assumed to be very thin across which stresses

were allowed to suffer jumps. This simplified model indicates that the inertial effect of the

Iayer plays the dominant role in determining the scatteling cross-section. Further studies

are needed in order to fully understand the complicated effect of the interfacial layer.

this

the
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The terms 7kt, Thz, TTt, g\z, Q\s,ghgi2 and gïr appearing in Eqns. 2.LTa-c are as

follows:

Appendix A : 'Wave Functions for Full Space

sht

shz

sit

siz

sit

si,

si,
ÌT

9öt

: 
#n^&ra) - kph-+r(koa)

:n(n+I)W

: (n*Ðw - hn+7 (k"n)

: mhn(k,R)

h.(k"R)
R

- m{ (rz + 1) W - hn+t (k,,q)}

: h"(k"R)

The terms lfrt, fftz, fit, fiz, fiz,lir li, and f$, appearing in Eqns. 2.20a-c are as

follows:

Íftt : #lr"' - n - f,nlar¡n.(koR) + 2tieTtTn*, (koÃ)]

lftz: #ÚPlr" - r)h*(k"R) - k"Rhn¡,(k"n)]

Íit: #1, - r)h.(keu) - kevh.*r(k,R)l

riz : #l@' - r - f;n!n')h-(k"R) + ti"Rhn+, (k"Æ)]

fis : -*#ltr"nn**r(k"Ã) - (n - L)h-(k"R)f

fi, : *Íi,
lir: *fi,
rrL 7 tnJót: -JeJ
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Appendix B : Scattering Cross Sections for Full Space

The expressions for scattering cross-sections for the various incident fields are given below:

a. P wave, angle of incidence 7 - 0.

Ðp : Tt^{Ë ( -o)", y-.Pff (cos fi)ñt (ão ) o=0, tn=o

b. SV wave, angle of incidence 7 - 0.

>": ffi^Ër-,l"{ o,,*.# - ibu..^4},=0, 
,",=,

: rm l#o"rrl @ z)

c. P wave, angle of incidence 1 10.

Ðp :ft-{å î e,¡. "1,*nPff 
(co. r, 

}r=,,

: rrn l#o¡rll (B.s)

d. SV wave, angle of incidence 1 10.

>" : frm{À i,,-u'-lo"'-# - ibu-'^$] 
}r=.,

: rml#o"o¡l @.4)

: rm l#o,fr] (8.1)
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In this study we considered a SiC inclusion in Al matrix.

SiC: (À *2p, p) : (4.742, 1.881)x1011 N/M, , p:8.181 gm/cm3

Al: (À i2p, p) : (1.105,0.267)x1011 N/M, ¡ p:2.706 gm/cm3

Appendix C : Material Properties

The layers smooth out the abrupt transition of material properties between the inclusion

and the host medium. The material properties of the layers given below are calculated at

the mid-point of each layer assuming a linear variation from the boundary of the inclusion

to the matrix medium.

Case 1: One layer (Fig. 2.5b,2.6b).

Layer: (À + 2¡t, p) : (2.9235, 7.074)x 1011 N/M, , p : 2.94J5 gm/cm3

Case 2: Two layers (Fig. 2.5b, 2.6c).

Layer 1: (À+2p' p) : (3.833, 1.478)x1011 N/M,

Layer 2: (À *2þ, p) : (2.074,0.671)x1011 N/M,

, p:3.062gm/cm3

t P:2.825gm/cm3
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Table 2.1
Comparison of analytical and numerical results for real and imaginary parts of

+nf krzAr(0) and 4rf k"2A"(0) for scattering by spherical SiC particles in At matrix

(u) P - \¡/ave , 'y :0o, #lr(r)
k"a kra

:0.49l61c"a
0.i
0.5

1.0

0.0491

1.5

0.2458

2.0

0.4916
0.7373

Re

0.9831

-0.1869

Analytical

-0.8951
-1.6530

k"a

-2.2930

0.267L x 10-a

-2.2853

Im

0.0143

koa
:0.4976k"a

0.1

0.1585

0.5

(b) SV - v¡ave , 'y :0o, #e"Q)

0.5296

1.0

1.1100

0.0431

1.5

Hvl
Re

0.2458

2.0

-0.1878

0.4916

¡rid Model

-0.9050

0.7373

-1.6653

Re

0.9831

-2.2865

-0.5899

Analvtical

0.2109 x 10-a

-2.7890

-2.7950

Im

0.0114

-5.0530

0.t440

-6.9370

0.L452 x 10-a

0.4885

-8.3360

Im

0.7366 x 10-

r.0637

0.7031

1.9600

3.5660

Hy
Re

-0.6101
-2.8475

rid Model

-5.1378
-6.9702

0.1324 x 10-ó

-8.2169

lm

0.7098 x 10-
0.6837
7.9272

3.5430
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Table 2.2
comparison of analytical and numerical results for 4trf kozAr(0) and,4trf k"24"10; for

scattering by a SiC particle with one interface layer in Al matrix

(u) P - wave , "l :0o, #lo@)

k"a koú
:0.4916k"a

0.1

0.5

1.0

0.0491

1.5

0.2458

2.0

0.4916
0.7373

Re

0.9831

-0.2373

Analytical

-i.1340
-2.0740

It"a

-2.8640

0.4232 x 10-

-3.5440

Im

0.2212 x 10-

kra
:0.49I6k"a

0.1

0.2339

0.5

(b) SV - \ryave , 't :0o, #O"(0)

0.7504

1.0

1.5570

0.0491

1.5

Hybrid Model
Re

0.2458

2.0

-0.2397

0.4916

-1.1490

0.7373

-2.0920

Re

0.9831

-0.7551

-2.8620

Analytical

0.3549 x 10-a

-3.5440

-3.4860

Im

0.1865 x 10-

-6.3730

0.2L75

-8.6610

0.2322 x 10-r

0.7095

-i0.210

Im

0.1140

r.5044

7.0220
2.7280
4.8420

Hybrid Model
Re

-0.7782

-3.6080
-6.4600
-8.6810

0.2192 x 10-J

-10.050

Im

0.1110
1.0020

2.6920
4.8020
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Table 2.3
comparison of analytical and numerical results ror 4tr f krzAo(0) and, 4tr f k"2,4" (0) for

scattering by a SiC particie with two interface layers in Al matrix

(u) P - r¡/ave , ^y :0o, #1^o!)

k"a kra
:0.49l6k"a

0.1

0.5
1.0

0.0491

1.5

0.2458

2.0

0.4916
0.7373

Re

0.9831

-0.2883

Analvtical

-1.3710
-2.4340

kra

-3.4320

0.6212 x 10-4

-4.2300

Im

0.3172 x 10-

kpa
: 0.4916k"4

0.1

0.3223

0.5

(b) SV - wave , 'y :0o, #e"Q)

1.0070

1.0

2.0620

0.0491

1.5

Hybrid Model
Re

0.2458

2.0

-0.2924

0.4916

-1.3940

0.7373

-2.5210

Re

0.9831

-0.9238

-3.4394

Analytical

0.5423 x 10-4

-4.3070

-4.1804

Im

0.2778 x

-7.7000

0.3053

-10.370

0.3428 x 10-r

0.9660

-72.020

Im

0.1632

2.0100

10-

1.3840

3.5670
6.2050

Hy
Re

-0.9494
-4.3820

rtid Moclel

-7.8010

-10.390

0.3252 x 10-r

- 1 1.860

Im

0.1602
1.3650

3.5350
6.1610
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Table 2.4
Comparison of analytical and numerical results for 4r f ko2 AoG) and 4tr f k"z,+"çX¡ for

scattering by a SiC particle in Al matrix when tlie angle of incidence is 45"

(") P - \¡/ave , "l :45o, #¿rG)

k"a koa
: 0.4916k"4

0.1
0.5

1.0

0.049i

1.5

0.2458

2.0

0.4916
0.7373

Re

-0.1906

0.9831

-0.9180

Total

-1.6768

k"a

-2.3098

0.2330 x 10-4

-2.8397

Im

0.0125

kpa
:0.49L6k"a

0.1

0.1495

0.5

(b) SV - wave , .y -- 45o, #e"G)

0.5025

1.0

1.0833

0.0491

1.5

Re

0.2458

2.0

-0.1869

A

0.4916

nalytical

-0.8951

0.7373

-1.6530

Re

0.9831

-0.7330

-2.2930

0.2671x 10-4

-2.9078

-2.8530

Total

lm

0.0143

-5.r477

0.1585

-6.9836

0.5296

0.7287 x 10-r

-8.2709

Im

0.6727 x 10-

1.1 100

0.6827
L.9287
3.5468

Re
-0.5899

Analytical

-2.7890
-5.0530

-6.9370

0.1452 x 10-r

-8.3360

Im

0.7366 x 10-r
0.7031

1.9600

3.5660
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Table 2.5
Comparison of analytical and numerical results for 4r f koz Ar(Ð and 4tr f k"2,+"1;¡ tor

scattering by a SiC particle in Al matrix when the angle of incidence is 90o

(u) P-\ryave, 1:90o, #Or(i)

k"a kpa
:0.49I6k"a

0.1

0.5

1.0

0.0491

1.5

0.2458

2.0

0.4916
0.7373

Re

0.9831

-0.1927
-0.9276

Total

-1.6841

krú

-2.325r

0.2478 x 10-4

-2.8707

Im

0.0133

kpa
: 0.4916k"ø

0.1

0.1535

0.5

(b) SV - wave , 'y :90o, #1"(i)

0.5136

1.0

1.1004

0.0491

1.5

Re

0.2458

2.0

-0.1869

A

0.4916

nalytical

-0.8951

0.7373

-1.6530

Re

0.9831

-0.6016

-2.2930

0.2671x 10-a

-2.8455

-2.8530

Total

Im

0.0143

-5.1110

0.1585

-6.9980

0.5296

0.i401 x 10-r

-8.3720

Im

0.7165 x

1.1100

0.7031

1.9760

3.6120

10-

Re
-0.5899

Analytical

-2.7890
-5.0530

-6.9370

0.1452 x 10-r

-8.3360

Im

0.7366 x 10-r
0.7031

1.9600

3.5660
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3.1 fntroduction

3. HYBRID MODELLING WITH WAVE FUNCTIONS

FOR PLATE PROBLEMS

In this chapter, the scattering of flexural waves by an inhomogeneity in the form of a

hole or a through-crack in an isotropically elastic infinite plate is considered. The geometry

of the problem is depicted in figure 3.1. The plate is excited by a wave incident obliquely

making an angle 7 to the z-axis. The incident wave may be thought of as being emitted by

a source which may be a force applied perpendicularly to the plate, varying harmonically

in time and located at a distance sufficiently far away from the inhomogeneity. In essence,

we are dealing with a fl,erure problem and the lvaves encountered may be referred to as

flexural waves.

To investigate the scattering of flexural \4/aves in a plate, either the classical thin plate

theory or Mindlin's thick plate theory may be used. \Mhereas the thin plate theory is valid

for low frequencies and long wave lengths, Mindlin's theory is valid even for moderately

high frequencies. Based on Mindlin's theory, the waves in a plate in flexure may be divided

into three types, namely, slow flexural, fast flexural and thickness shear'\ryaves. \Mhen any

one of these waves passes through an inhomogeneity, part of it is scattered back into three

waves. Thus the combination of the incident and the three scattered waves constitute the

total wave field in a plate.

3.2 Mindlin's Theory

It is convenient to introduce Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) with the ry-pIane coincid-

ing witlr the middle plane of the plate. Let h be thickness of the plate. Thus, z : thlL
designate the faces of the plate. In Mindlin's theory for flexural vibration of plates

(Mindlin,1951), the displacement components, when referred to a Cartesian coordinate
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system, are assumed as

where t¿ is the lateral displacement, tþ, and þn are rotations in the

respectively. Thus the displacement at any point is completely defined

displacement components w,1þ* and tþo.

Ur(r,U, z,t) : z1þr(r,y,t)

Uo(r, U., z,t) : ztþo(æ,, y,t)

U"(*,U, z,t) : w(r,,y,t)

The equations of motion, in index notation, of a three dimensional elastic body

o¿j,j: pü¿ (8.2)

may be converted to plate-displacement equations of motion by using equation (3.1) with

the result

îut -,)Y2,þ, +
orfrt 

- u)v2{o +

(3.1ø)

(3.1å)

(3.1c)

rz and yz planes,

by the generalized

where V2 is Laplace's two-dimensional operator, p is mass density, å is plate thickness, ru

is Poisson's ratio, D is flexural rigidity, ¡z is shear modulus, rc2 is shear correction factor

and

a:ry2+9!e.' 0r' 0E'
If a harmonic time variation is assumed, a solution of equation (3.3) may be written in

g+aff) - n2th(,þ-*Hl:##
¡ +,1ffi) - nz tth(,þ" * H) 

: ##
n2 p,h(Y2w+ Õ) : oh#

terms of three potentials gt(r,U),gz(*,y), and rp3 (r,y) as

1þ,: (o, - I)Y * @z - I)?P'drr\r'òr

tþa:(ot-ÐW*þr-ÐW
w:gtigz
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(3.3b)

(3.3c)
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where each potential satisfies a Helmholtz equation

In the foregoing equations

t? , oî : *uttf^+ s) +

(V'+ 6?)po:o i:7,2,,3.

Tlre potentials tp¿ , i : 7,213 generate, respectively, the slow flexural, the fast flexural

and the thickness shear waves. The three rvave numbers ó¿ , i : I,2,3 are dependent

on the frequency. Thus, all three flexural waves are dispersive. In addition, ó1 is real for

all frequencies, whereas ó2 and á3 may be real or imaginary depending upon whether the

frequency of excitation) u)) is greater or smaller than the cut-off frequency ø6 where

at t o2: (Ró04 - S-t)-t (6î , 6?)

63 - z(ná,t - s-') lÍ - ,)
R:#, s:h, áon:

@-s¡z+4614j

The objective now is to determine a solution of equation (3.5) satisfying the boundary and

radiation conditions.

3.3 Hybrid Model: Finite Element - 'Wave Function Expansion

(3.5)

A hybrid model that combines the finite element method with the wave function

expansion procedure is used here to study this problem. The model consists of dividing the

entire domain into an interior region and an exterior region by drawing a fictitious circular

boundary B (figure 3.2). The interior region which encloses all the inhomogeneities is

modelled by conventional finite elements. Flexural wave functions are adopted to represent

the exterior region. The two apparently different representations are coupled by imposing

the continuity of displacements and interaction forces along the common boundary B.
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This results in a set of equations which enables determination of the field at any point of

interest.

3.4 Finite element formulation of the interior region

A typical finite element discretization of the interior region is shown in figure 3.3 where

the inhomogeneity is a circular cavity. The g-noded isoparametric Mindlin type plate

bending elements are made use of in the modelling process. The 4 noded isoparametric or

Ihe heteros¿'s elements may also be used. The formulation of these elements is very similar

to that of axisymmetric elements given in Chapter 2 (Hughes, 1987). Therefore, only the

relevant details will be given here to underscore the discussion.

In Mindlin's theory for flexural vibration of plates, the displacement at any point is

completely defined by the components of the generalized displacement vector {17} through

the relationship

where

In writing equation (3.8) a harmonic time variation of the form eæp(_ic,lt) is assumed where

ø is the circular frequency. It is omitted in the following when its existence is apparent.

The generalized displacement components at a point within an element e may be

interpolated from the nodal values as

{w\:lí ; Tl 
,''

where [lI"] contains interpolation functions and {g"} is the vector of nodal displacements.

A form of constitutive law relates the stress resultants, i.e., bending moments {M} and

shear forces {Q}, to the generalized strain components {e6} and {e"} via the expressions

{W} : (rþ, rþo .)1

{W'}: [N"]{q"}

(3.8)

{M} : [16]{ea}
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where

{e} : [D"]{r"}

{M) : (M, Mo M,o),

{Q} : (Q, Qo)r

,_ -, _ ,}rlt* )tþo Alþ, , 01þsg
tcbJ-\ A" , OU , AA - A*l

{u"}: <ff*,þ,,H*ø">'

tDot:ffill îo 
å]

rD.r :ffirlt î]

In the above equations, ,E is the Young's modulus.It is noted here that the Mindlin's value

of 12 f 12 is assumed for the shear correction factor instead of the conventional Reissner's

value of 516. This permits direct comparison of our results with those already available in

the literature.

The equation of motion of an element e may be obtained by minimizing the energy

functional which is similar to equation (2.8) except that the stresses are replaced by the

stress resultants. By assembling the equations of motion of all the elements, one obtains

the equation of motion of the interior region which may be written as

(3.11ô)

(3.72a)

(3.72b)

(3.72c)

(3.72d)

(3.12e)

ß.72r)

where

in wlrich [lf] and lMl arc, respectively, the global stiffness and mass matrices of the interior

region; {q} it the vector of nodal displacements and {P} is the vector of generalized loads.

It is convenient for our discussion if {q} is partitioned into a set for the interior nodes {q¡}
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lsl{q} : {P}

[S] : lK)-r'lMl

(3.13ø)

(3.13ô)



and

AS

a set on the boundary {qBI. The partitioned form of equation (3.12) can be written

[i;; Ë;xl{tì:{å} (8 14)

where {Pa} represents the interaction forces between the interior and exterior regions.

3.5 Flexural wave functions for exterior region

The system of waves that can occur in the exterior region consists of an incident wave

and the three scattered u/aves.

Incident freld:

The modelling procedure can accommodate any of the three v/aves that may be inci-

dent on the inhomogeneity. It is noted, however, that the fast flexural and the thickness

shear rÃ¡aves have imaginary wave numbers (for the frequency range studied here) which

correspond to attenuating modes with an exponentially decaying factor in space coordi-

nates. Thus only the slow flexural incident wave is of interest. The expression for the

incident wave is obtained from its potential which is defined as

,ni _ -i61(r cos 7f y sin 7)yl_"

Scattered waves:

The unknown scattered field is represented by flexural wave functions in the cylindrical

coordinate system:

wlrere Hn is the Hankel function of the first kind, Kn the modified Bessel function of the

second kind, the unknown constants A1n, B1n aîd C1r¿ correspond to a symmetric problem,
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,pí - t{ Alnín(6p) cosnl I A2nVn(ó1r)sin n9}

,p; : D{BhK.(62r) cos n0 + 82.K.(62r) sínnl}

,på : t{ C6Kn(6sr) sinná I C2nKn(fur) cosnl}

(3.15)

(3.16a)

(3.16ô)

(3.16c)



Azn, Bzn and C2n correspond to an anti-symmetric problem and

-a3: -d3 63: -03.

All the summations in the foregoing equations and in the sequel are over integral values of

n from zero to infinity. It may be noted that equation (3.16) satisfies equation (3.5) and

the radiation conditions at infinity.

Expressions for generalized displacements may be obtained from equation (3.4) wtrich,

after a coordinate transformation, can be written as

t ; : Ð{ lArng,, * Btng,z * cng,tlcosno

l[Az-g,t I Bzng,z - Czng,s]sin nd] (3.17ó)

'þå 
:ÐtlAr^ger.l Btngez t c-,geslsinno

-lAznget I Bzngez - Czngeslcosn?) (3.17c)

Expressions for 91 ,,g2,etc. are presented in Appendix D. Similar expressions for stress

resultants required for the analysis may also be given:

e",: rczGh\{lar-en * B6erz * clnetlcosnl

r IAz.Q¡ I BznQ,z - Cz-Q,t]sinn0] (3.18a)

'tir" :l{llr.ot * B1-grlcosnl + lAr.gt * Bz.gzlsin nd} (3.77a)

Ml, :D Ð{t,41 nM,r * B1nM,2 * C6M6l cos n0

- lAznM,et * BznM,ez - CznM,eslcosn0\. (3.18c)

Expressions for Q"1 ,Q12,etc., are given in Appendix D. By evaluating these expressions

at each node on the mesh boundary B, the following relationships are established:

{øå} : [c]{o} (3.1ea)

{PÊ}: [r']{ø} (3.1eb)
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In the above, {o} contains unknown coefficients ,41,r, B1n, etc. It is noted here that the

summation of the terms containing coefficients Atn,Bln and C2n is taken from zero to

(Nnl2) - 1 and the summation of the terms containing coefficients A2n,B2n and Cnis
taken from zero Io NsfZ with l/e being the number of nodes on the mesh boundary B.

This renders the matrices [G] and [f'] square.

The far-field impedance matrix [^9¡] is now obtained by eliminating {"} from equations

(3.19a) and (3.1eb):

where

3.6 Global Solution

The continuity of displacements and stress resultants across the bound ary B shall be

addressed now. Setting the displacements and stress resultants on B from the interior

region to be equal to those from the exterior region, one obtains

{På} : [sr]{qå}

lsrl : [f'][c]-'

By using equations (3.21) and (3.20a), equation (3.14) may be written as

f f; ,"1'"-r, ] { i'"} 
: 

{ r, } r,n }
Once the above equation is solved for nodal displacements, the unknown coefficients asso-

ciated with the scattered field may be obtained from equations (3.21a) and (3.19a).

{ø"} : 7n'",

{Pp} : {Pb}

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

{q"B}

{PÊ}.

(3.zra)

(3.2rb)
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3.7 Stress intensity factors

Consider a through-the-thickness crack of length 2a in an infinite plate which is set

into motion by an obliquely incident slow flexural wave as shown in figure 3.4. By using the

hybrid model, we evaluate the stress intensity factors Ifi and K2 in mode-l and mode-2

respectively.

A typical finite element discretization of the interior region is shown in figure 3.5.

Only one-half of the region is discretized for reasons to be explained in the next section.

In designing the finite element mesh, Barsoum's degenerated crack tip elements (Barsoum,

1976) are used to incorporate the so-called inverse square root singularity at the crack

tips. These crack tip elements are surrounded by a layer of transition elements (Lynn and

Ingraffea, 1978). The rest are four node isoparametric elements.

The asymptotic behaviour of the moment distribution near the crack is found to be

(Sih and Loeber, 1968),

M,= Kt o'- o 3d' Kz o,^ o 30
= ø cos ¡(I - srn -srnn) - õsin;(2 * cos -cosv) (3.23a)

Ma : l* *"f,f, *,i,' f si,, T, * h"r"T *" l"o, f; )

a, K1 0 0 30 K2 0,- 0. 3d,lvl,o : 
tÆ"or rrtntcos 7 * 

6cos 7(1 - srn - srn, ).

The above expressions a e with respect to the coordinate system located at the crack

tip (figure 3.6). It is interesting to note that the moments M,,Mo and M,o possess the

familiar inverse square root singularity at the crack tip. The displacement field in the

neighbourhood of the crack tip that gives rise to the singularity has the form

(r* - Jñ 
"E_õ{K1 

cos itt - h +"i,, f,)

-t Kz"^lt#+ cos2 !t\ * or,l

ua:12,"8_õ{K,.i,' itrf, - "o"'f,)
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Although the displacement and moment fields are unknown, the spacial distributions are

given by equations (3.23) and (3.2a) and only the amplitudes (i.e., stress intensity factors)

are undetermined. The singularity in equation (3.23) entails a fine mesh around the crack

tips. This leads to a system with a relatively large number of degrees of freedom causing

severe penalty on computer storage and time. These problems may be somewhat mitigated

by using the quarter-point crack tip elements. These elements contain terms in their

displacement field proportional to the square root of the distance along lines originating

from the crack tip. For instance, the displacements along the edge containing the nodes 1,

6 and 3 indicated in figure 3.6 are given by

IJ:(Jt+(-3u1 -ut*n ùl;+(2u1 i2us-4uù; u:(r,,(Jo (8.25)

where Ut,,Ut and Lr6 are the displacements at the nodes 1,3 and 6 respectivel¡ and -t is

the length of the singular element along the crack face. The stress intensity factors can

now be obtained by equating the coefficients of the singular terms in equations (3.24) and

(3.25):

- K2cositt - 2u

7*u - sin2 ll¡ * o(,). (3.24b)

wlrere c¿ and þ¿ denote, respectively, the rotations þ* and,úy of node i.

form of the stress intensity factors are defined as

Ri: lx¡l
Dl-ffi j : r'2

in which ¿ is the semi crack length.

(3.26a)

(3.26b)

The normalized
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3.8 Numerical results and discussions

The method outlined in previous sections is applied to study the scattering of flexural

\Maves by an inhomogeneity embedded in an infinite plate. Two types of inhomogeneities

are considered, viz., a cavity and a crack. They are discussed below.

3.8.1 Validation of the model

The model is first validated by considering a slow flexural wave which propagates in

the direction of the positive z-axis (i.e., zero angle of incidence) and incident on a circular

cavity. This problem can be solved by analytical methods.

The following values of material properties are used: shear modulas p,:1.0, Poisson's

ratio z:0.3, and density p:7.0. The normalized form of the frequency and the radius of

the cavity are defined as

where ø is the radius of the cavity, å. is the plate thickness, (r0 is the normalization frequency

as defined by equation (3.7). The factor ø may also be thought of as a reciprocal of the

thickness for a fixed a. It may be noted that the frequency used for normalization is the

lowest cut-off circular frequency of the simple thickness shear mode of a plate based on

the three-dimensional theory.

Mindlin's theory for plate is in excellent agreement with the three-dimensional theory

for normalized frequencies ranging from zero to a value slightly higher than 1.0. At the

frequency u:L.0, completely different sets of potentials and wave functions are required

to represent the exterior region because of the vanishing wave numbers. Our attention

is, therefore, limited to normalized frequencies below 1.0. Three types of plate bending

elements are considered for discretization, viz., the four node element, the nine node La-

grange element and the heterosis element. A mesh, however, contains only one type of

element. This affords an opportunity for comparison of the performance of different types
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of plate bending elements. The element stiffness is evaluated by selectively integrating

the bending and shear terms. Unless stated otherwise, the consistent form of the mass

matrix is used. The order of integration used to evaluate the elements of this matrix is

the same as that used to evaluate the bending terms. The results of extensive numerical

experiments indicate thai the nine node Lagrange element and the heterosis element ex-

hibit a high level of accuracy and very often, these results hardly differed. Results of four

node element are less accurate than those of other elements but the accuracy improved

with mesh refinements. As an illustration, a displacement component computed along the

circumference of the cavity is shown in figure 3.7. The results of the nine node Lagrange

element are not shown as they are almost identical to those of the heterosis element.

A quantity of general interest in problems involving a cavity is the hoop stress along

tlre circumference of the cavity which translates into tangential mom enl M7 in the present

case. The moment concentration factor is now defined as

The accuracy of a stress or a stress resultant evaluated by using the finite element tech-

nique at points other than certain Gauss points is less than optimum. The moments are,

therefore, computed at the optimum Gauss points that correspond to the shear quadra-

ture. Figure 3.8 shows the moment intensity factors so calculated along with the analytical

results. These Gauss points lie on a circle of radius 1.1080. The results of the nine node

Lagrange elements are not shown again as its plot symbols tended to overlap with those

of heterosis element. It is seen from figures 3.7 and 3.8 that the accuracy of the model,

when the nine node Lagrange and heterosis elements are used, is extremely good. When

four node elements are used, the accuracy can be improved upon with a more refined finite

element mesh. This completes the validation of the model.

M,: Mr.
Mo'

Ms--D61.@1 -r).
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3.8.2 Scattering by arbitrarily shaped cavities

Attention is next focussed on the scattering problem of cavities having square and

triangular shapes. The radii of their circumscribing circles are all ø. The circular cavity

considered previously represents a streamlined scatterer whereas the square and triangular

cavities have a blunt nature. The case of multiple scattering by a pair of cavities is also

considered where the radii of the cavities are ¿ and ã,f2 and their centers are located at a

distance 2d. It should be mentined here that these problems pose no exceptional difficulties

to the proposed method. On the other hand, they cannot be solved by analytical methods.

In tlrese problems the absolute values of the tangential moment M7 aîe evaluated at the

Gauss points located close to the circumference of the cavities. For the square they are on

a square with circumscribing circle of radius \.07o,,, for the triangle these are on a similar

triangle with circumscribing circle of radius 1.08ø, and for the two circles the results are

around the bigger circle at Gauss points on a concentric circle of radius L.025-o,. The

absolute values of Mr are then plotted against the polar angle measured at the origin

from the positive u-axis in the counterclockwise direction. Only the heterosis element is

used for triangular and square cavities. In the case of multiple scattering problem, the

finite element model of the interior region tended to be so large that it placed a severe

burden on the storage capacity of the computer. Since the band widttr of the four node

element is about half of the nine node element, we could alleviate the storage problern by

using the four node elements. Also the results are presented only for the larger circle in

this case.

Figure 3.9 shows the effect of various values of ø on the tangential moment. With

increasing ¿ more and more wave functions are needed to achieve convergence and the

fineness of the mesh must be increased accordingly. In this and other subsequent figures

we include the results of a circular cavity to facilitate comparison with the results of other

cavities. It is seen from figure 3.9 that the maximum values occur for the least value of ø.

The higher order wave functions that become active as ¿ increases seem to have the effect
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of reducing the maximum value but, at the same time, producing more ripples. For the

circular cavity, however, the ripples are confined to the first quadrant. This is a shadow

region to the incoming wave, and the cause of ripples may be partly attributed to the wave

that creeps along the boundary of the cavity and disperses in the shadow region. In figure

3.9b, some ripples are observed even in the second quadrant suggesting that the presence

of another cavity nearby may extend the shadow region. The corner regions in square and

triangular cavities suffer, as anticipated, abrupt increase in moments.

In figure 3.10, we present the results for various normalized frequencies. The value of

a and the angle of incidence 7 are fixed at 2.0 and 0o, respectively. The maximum values

of the moment seem to occur for the lowest frequency.

Lastly in figure 3.11, the results are presented for angles of incidence 0o,45o,90o,135o

and 180o. The angles of incidence 135o and 180o are omitted for the circular and the square

cavities as they are similar to 45o and 0o, respectively. Furthermore, different angles of

incidence in the case of the circular cavity merely cause a shifting of the curves in the plot.

It is seen that the maximum values of the rnoment for different angles incidence are more

or less the same.

3.8.3 Performance of plate bending elements

In the previous sections of this chapter, no mention rvas made of the behaviour of

plate bending elements. They usually behaue, but a careful look at the literature reveals

that one should treat the plate bending elements with great suspicion in a situation where

their performance has not been documented previously. Before any further elaboration, a

brief review of some of the previous relevant contributions may prove to be useful.

A great deal of work has been done to develop an accurate and robust plate bending

element. In the early stages, classical plate theory \¡/as widely used as the basis. This

theory demands Cl-continuous finite element displacement functions which is very difficult
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to achieve in practice. Alternative approaches based on hybrid concepts (Tlorg, 1970)

and the discrete Kirchhoff hypothesis (Dhatt, 1969) did not gain wide acceptance. A

radically different types of elements emerged from the use of Mindlin's thick plate theory

and selective-reduced integration concept. In this category the four noded isoparametric

element (Hughes et al, 1977) and the nine node Lagrange element (Pugh et al, 1978) are

noteworthy. The salient feature of these elements is that they require only C0-continuity

which is easy to achieve. This and the ease of implementation in a computer code of

these elements have brought them wide acceptance. However, these elements possess

at least one spurious zero-energy mode. In most applications, the zero-energy modes

pose no problem as the prescription of certain boundary conditions tends to suppress

the mechanisms formed by them, but they occasionally act-up especially when there are

few boundary conditions. The performance of these elements in static as well as free

vibration problems has been well documented in the aforementioned references. Hughes

and Cohen (1973) proposed what they called heterosis element. This element is free from

any shortcomings of other elements by having the correct rank, and thus possessing no

zero energy mode. Its performance in dynamic problems has not been reported in the

literature. Rajapakse and Selvadurai (1988) studied these elernents in the context of a

static situation modelling the flexural interaction between an elastic plate and an elastic

half space. They found that the heterosis element performed well whereas those elements

possessing zero-energy modes were deficient in modelling the interaction phenomenon.

In a review article, Hrabok and Hrudey (1984) provided an extensive catalogue of plate

bending finite elements. In view of the large number of elements catalogued in the above

reference, one may conclude that many adequate elements exist for the analysis of specific

plate problems but selecting the right one may be a difficult task, as no single element is

clearly superior to the rest in all cases . Moreover, the plate bending elements have never

been used in the setting of flexural wave propagation. These observations clearly indicate

the need to study and evaluate the performance of some of the promising elements for

flexural wave scattering phenomenon.
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We consider four elements for evaluation of performance: the four node element, the

heterosis element, the nine node Lagrange element and the DKT element (Dtratt, 1969).

The last one, which has gained some attention in recent years, is triangular and based on

the discrete Kirchhoff hypothesis. It has been found to be very accurate in static and free

vibration problems under thin plate situations (Batoz et al, 1980). \M" consider normalized

frequencies from zero to 0.9 and the following values of normalized radius: 2., I0 and 40.

At this stage, it is not known if any of these values represent the thin plate situation,

but it is interesting to note that the plate being considered has an infinite span, so that

the ratio of span to thickness is infinity. Such a plate would always be regarded as thin

for the purpose of static analysis. One additional comment can be made regarding the

boundary conditions. Recall that insufficient boundary conditions may activate the zero_

energy modes. For the problem at hand, there are no boundary conditions, except the

symmetry conditions, available in the finite element region. We have studied, without any

difficulty in the previous section, the problem of oblique wave incidence in which case even

the symmetry conditions are unavailable. This indicates that the symmetry conditions

are unlikely to suppress all rigid body modes, let alone the spurious zero-energy modes.

Thus the stiffness matrix [1l] is singular. The far field impedance matrix [S¡] is, however,

nonsingular by construction. The addition of both this matrix and the mass matrix [M]

to the stiffness matrix renders it nonsingular.

In all numerical computations, a displacement component along the circumference

of a circular cavity when it is illuminated by a slow flexural wave is computed by using

the aforementioned plate bending elements. In figure 3.12, the results from the hybrid

scheme are shown against the analytical one. It is seen that the quadrilateral elements

yield results that are in excellent agreement with the analytical ones. The DKT element

performs poorly. This is not surprising because this element completely ignores the shear

energy. For this reason, it should not have been considered at all as a potential candidate,

but it will be noticed as we proceed that this element performs well while others fait in
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what appears to be a thin plate situation.

The results for ø:10 are presented in figure 3.13. The DKT element still yields poor

results. Amongst the quadrilateral elements, the four node element is the least accurate.

It loses accuracy as ø increases. Although the results are not presented here, we noted

that the accuracy of this element could be improved by using a finer mesh. The nine

node Lagrange element is seen to be as accurate as the heterosis element, but a closer

examination, especially in the interval 0-30o of polar angle, would reveal that the results

of the former show strong oscillation with respect to the analytical curve, whereas those of

the latter follow the analytical curve smoothly. The results presented in figure 3.14 are for

a:40 and ø:0.5. Only the analytical results are shown. It is seen that the displacement

component exhibits violent spike-like oscillations. This is not conducive for comparing the

results obtained from the hybrid scheme with the analytical one. We therefore consider a

smaller normalized frequency ø-0.1 for ¿-40. The results for this case are shown in figure

3.15. It can be seen that the DKT element yields accurate results whereas completely

erroneous results are obtained for other elements. Since the shear energy may be ignored,

which the DKT element does, for flexural vibration of thin plates, v/e may conclude that

the case a:40 and ø:0.1 represents lhe thin plate situation. By a negative argument, we

may also conclude that the other cases we considered represent the thi,ck plate situation.

The results shown in this figure are interesting because even the heterosis element, which

has no spurious zero-energy mode, failed. However, the trend shown by the heterosis

element (and to some extent by the nine node Lagrange element) indicates that it might

be possible to improve the results by using a finer mesh. However, we could not pursue

this because of the limitation of computer storage. One might suspect shear locking as the

cause of failure of the quadrilateral elements, but the mesh used had an element aspect

ratio of the order one. This means that the shear terms are not dominant over the bending

terms.

In all the results presented so far, the consistent mass matrix was used. Bazant et
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al. (1976) carried out a finite element analysis to study the wave diffraction by a crack.

They found that the lumped mass scheme gives greater accuracy than the consistent mass

matrix. Hinton et al. (1976) proposed a diagonal form of mass matrix. This is derived

from the consistent mass matrix, and is more rational than the lumped mass scheme. By

studying the natural frequencies of simply supported plates, they found that the accuracy

of this scheme is excellent, and far better than both consistent and lumped schemes. This

scheme is referred to as special lumping scheme. In figures 3.16-18, the results obtained

from the special lumping scheme and the consistent mass scheme are shown against those

obtained by analytical means. Only the heterosis element is considered for a:2 and ¿:10

and the DKT element is considered for a:40. It is seen that the consistent mass scheme

is more accurate than the special lumping scheme. This is more pronounced in the case of

heterosis element; this could be attributed to the omission of rotatory inertia in the special

lumping scheme.

3.8.4 Scattering by a crack

The hybrid model is applied to obtain the stress intensity factors Ifi and 112 when

a slow flexural wave impinges on a through-crack. In all problems reported below, the

results are for the crack tip on the right in figure 3.4 and the material properties used are

lr':7.0, P:I.0 and u:0.25. The normalized form of frequency and crack length are defined

as in equation (3.27) with ø denoting the semi crack length.

A number of singularity elements have been reported in the finite element literature

for solving problems in linear elastic fracture mechanics. Among them, the collapsed

quadrilateral quarter-point element has been very popular, the primary reason being the

ease of implementation into a standard finite element program. Indeed, there have been

many studies carried out on the efficacy of this element, all of them in a static environment.

In general the accuracy of the stress intensity factors obtained by using the quarter-point

element depends on many factors including the size of the elements, distribution of elements
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around crack tips, grading of mesh and the method used to calculate the stress intensity

factor. In general the quarter point element yields good results in single mode, but is less

accurate in mixed modes (Fawkes et al,1979). The case of oblique wave incidence, indeed,

gives rise to a mixed mode problem. The loss of accuracy is overcome by separating the

forcing function, i.e., the incident field, into a symmetric and an anti-symmetric part in

the following manner:

gi: g"" + g",

where

in which
ó, - "out(' 

cos 7f g sin 7)

óZ : ei6t(" cos 7-gr sin 7)

The incident wave fields given by ç"" and g'" lead to symmetric and antisymmetric motions,

respectively, with respect to the z-axis. That is to say, the loadings that result from the

incident wave fields tp! and g'o arc, respectively, mode-1 and mode-2 type. Note that this

has an added advantage of substantially reducing the computational effort needed.

In order to establish the validity of the numerical procedure for the calculation of

stress intensity factors, we first consider the scattering problem of a pair of slow flexural

waves incident obliquely to the z-axis, the angles of incidence of the pair being 45o and

-45o. The stress intensity factor Ifi was computed for discrete values of the normalized

semi crack length ø, the values of ø being 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0. For ¿:0.5 and ø:1.0, a

relatively coarse mesh having 16 nodes on the boundary B and 92 nodes within B (figure

3.5) was used. A finer mesh was used for a:2.0 and ¿:5.0. In figure 3.19, it can be seen

that the numerical results compare extremely well with the analytical solution of Sih and

Clren (7977). It is of interest to note that all the curves are below the static value of 1.25.

Having established the validity of the numerical procedure, we now report the resuits

for 111 and K2 over a wide frequency range 0 < a < 1.0. The incident wave is a single train
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of slow flexural wave. Figure 3.20 shows the variation of the normalized stress intensity

factor 1{1 with ø for two values of incident angle .y. It is seen that the values of 111 for

? : 90o are larger than those of 'y - 45o. It is also seen that -lfi decreases very rapidly

with frequency in both cases. Moreover, K1 decreases with increasing a indicating a release

in the intensification of stresses in thinner plates.

Figure 3.21 depicts the variations of the stress intensity factor 112 with ø for different a.

Two angles of incidence are again considered. This figure brings out the differences between

Kr and Ifz. Unlike Kt., the stress intensity factor K2 displays an erratic behaviour. It is
seen that all three factors, namely frequencg normalized semi crack length and angle of

incidence have a marked influence on the behaviour of. K2. Moreover, the release in the

intensification of stresses in thinner plates that was observed f.or Kl is not necessarily seen

f.or K2.

Finally, the effect of the angle of incidence on the stress intensity factors is displayed in

figures 3.22-23 for two values of ¿. It is seen that for a given frequency, the maximum value

of K1 occurs for the angle of incidence 90o. The stress intensity factor -If2 seemingly shows

a different trend. It initially increass with frequency and then decreases after attaining a

peak value. The frequency at which the peak occurs seems to depend on the value of ¿.

3.9 Concluding remarks

A hybrid technique combining the finite element method with the flexural wave func-

tions has been presented to study the scattering of flexural lryaves by inhomogeneities in

an infinite plate. The numerical results presented here agree quite well with the analytical

results available. The advantage of the method is that the near field region containing all

inhomogeneities can have quite arbitrary material properties. AIso the multiple scattering

by a cluster of scatterers can be studied without much difficulty. It is found that the

maximum value of the moment concentration factor around the cavities occur at the low-
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est frequency and at the lowest af h rutio. Moreover, the maximum value of the moment

concentration factor seems to be unaffected by the direction of the incident wave. In the

case of scattering by a crack, the stress intensity factor has been shown to be dependent

upon the wave frequency, size of crack, thickness of plate and angle of wave incidence.

The performance of three Mindlin-type plate bending elements (four node and nine

node Lagrange element and heterosis element) and the DKT element to model the flexural

wave scattering phenomenon has been studied. The accuracy of the heterosis element is

found to be excellent for the thick plates, but poor for thin ones. On the other hand, the

DKT element is highly accurate for thin plates, but poor for thick ones. It is, therefore,

crucial to select the appropriate plate bending element to analyse flexural wave propagation

problems. There is a delicate problem here as it is not always possible to tell beforehand

if a plate is thin or thick for a given thickness and frequency. The appropriate element

should, therefore, be selected on the basis of comparison with sorne analytical results.

The effect of two different mass schemes has also been considered. For both the DKT

and heterosis elements, the consistent mass scheme gives better accuracy than the special

lumping scheme. This is in contrast to the previous study (Hinton et al, 1976), where the

special lumping scheme was found to be more accurate than the consistent mass scheme.
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Appendix D : Flexural \Mave Functions for Plate

(D.1)

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)

(r.6)

(D.7)

(r.s)

Tlre terms gt, gzt. .. appearing in equations (3.17a-c) are as follows:

gt: Hn(6t)

gz : K^(6zr)

9rr: url2n,@r) - 6til,-+t(or")]

9r2: arl?rc.62r) - 6zKn+t1irr)l

err : iu.(¡u)
got : -ar?H^ç6rr¡

gez: -a2?x-@2r)
f f') 't

9æ: - l-K-(dtr) - 6sK-+r(6.").J

(D.e)

(r.i0)

(r.11)

Tlre terms Qn, Qrz, M,7, etc. appearing in equations (3.18a-c) are as follows:

(D.12)

(r.13)

(D.14)

(r.15)

(r.16)

(D.17)

", l? 
n.@rr) - 6tr,,+t(ar")]

", l2 x.ç6zr) - 6z K n+t(ar")]

2 x*6rr)

- u, 
{ frr - 

,l 3r" -1) - ó?] H.(6¡)+ (1 - ¡TH-*,(á,")]

- u,{ 
[f 

r - ,l 3f" - Ð + ü] K.(62r)+ (1 - ò7K.*,(5,")]

: (1 - ,rl#@- lK.(ó¡") - f u.*,(6r")]

- -ZotW, - r)H*(61,1 - *r^*,(á,")]
- -2oz l3ø - r)K.(62,¡ - f,6rx**, 

(5r")]

: - {lTr- 1) + slf x^1s,'t *To.*,(5,")}

Q,t:

Qrz:

Qú:

Mrt

Mrz

M13

Mr07

Mr02

Mr03
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where

ot:ot-l

oz:oz-L

(D.18)

(D.1e)
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Figure 3.1 : Georuetry of the problem
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Figure 3.3 : A typical finite element model
(inhornogeneity is a circular cavity)
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Figure 3.4 : Geornetry of the crack and the hybrid model
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4. HYBRID MODELLING WITH BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUITIIONS

FOR HALF SPACE PROBLEM

So far, wave functions have been used to represent the far field. The modelling is fairly

straightforward and could be used to study a variety of problems. Half-space problems,

however, present difficulties. The wave functions obtained from the solution of governing

equations of far-field do not satisfy traction free boundary conditions on the surface of

the half space. This means that numerical treatment should be extended to the surface

of the half space. A layered half space brings in additional difficulties which, at present,

seems intractable with wave functions. A boundary integral representation which does not

suffer from the aforementioned difficulties could be used to model the far field. This is

the subject of this chapter. Note that the attention is, however, limited to a homogeneous

half space. Note also that emphasis is placed on field representation and on verification

of the algorithm proposed rather than its application to a variety of complicated practical

problems.

4.1 Description of the problem

The geometry of the problem is depicted in figure 4.1. The surface of the half space

is denoted by z : 0. The geometry is assumed to be axisymmetric; z-axis being the

symmetry axis. Material of each domain is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and

linearly elastic.

The system is set into motion by an incident P or SV wave propagating in a direction

making an angle 7 with the symmetry axis. Without loss of generality, the plane of prop-

agation may be assumed to be lhe rz-plane. The resulting motion is three dimensional.

For harmonic excitation (given by the factor ei't) lhe displacement vector IJ must satisfy
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the reduced Navier's equation

where À and p ate Lamé constants, p the mass density and ø the circular frequency.

For each medium the elastic constants and the mass density should be particularized.

Boundary conditions are zero tractions on the surface of the half space. Perfect bonding

along the interface requires continuity of displacements and tractions. In addition, the

diffracted field must satisfy the elastic radiation conditions at infinity.

4.2 Hybrid model: Finite element - Boundary integral equation technique

A hybrid model combining the finite element method with a boundary integral repre-

sentation is presented here that could be used to studv the problem described above.

Let B, C,, Cob, Co., Cb¿ and C"o denote the contours /c, ebrab,,acrbd and gd in figure

4.2. The surfaces of revolution generated by these contours are denoted by,96, Sc, S.,o,

So", Sbd and ^9.o, respectively. In the above ,9.o is a hemispherical surface of very large

radius; thus, it is assumed to represent the boundary at infinity. (S,¿ * ,96¿) defines the

free surface of the half space. The surface ^9c is so chosen that the region interior to

,Ss includes all the irregularities. The surface ,9s is located outside ^9c. Note that the

surfaces ,Ss and ,56r need not be hemispherical. \Me define R¡ to be the finite region

bounded by the surfaces ,9¡Ì and ,9o", and R¿ to be the region bounded by the surfaces

Sc, Su and ,S"o. The region -R¡ is discretized with finite elements. A boundary integral

representation is employed for the region .R¿. The overlapping of two regions permits

placement of source and observation points on two different contours. This precludes the

singularities associated with the Green's functions when the source and observation points

coincide. The evaluation of the Green's functions is very costly and time consuming and

may, sometimes, require supercomputer environment. The advantage of the method resides
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in the fact that the Green's functions for a given frequency has to be evaluated only once

regardless of the shape of the scatterer that fits inside the contour C. This differs from

the standard boundary integral equation formulation on the boundary of the inclusion for

which Green's function has to be reevaluated every time a different scatterer is analysed.

The present method, in its full ramifications, is quite general and can treat irregularities

which may contain inhomogeneous and nonisotropic materials. Moreover, the conventional

foundation problem, i.e., a foundation resting on or embedded in an elastic half space also

qualifies to be solved by the proposed algorithm.

4.3 Finite element formulation of the region R¡

The domain -R¡ is discretized by using axisymmetric elements, formulation of which

is given in Chapter 2. Recapitulating, the force and displacement components are ex-

panded in the circumferential direction / in terms of Fourier harmonics. For instance, the

displacements are written as

[J,(r, ö, z,t) - ll O,,-{r, z) cos 
^ó] "0"rn=0

oo

(J,(r, ó, 2,, t) - Ðl U 
","(r,, 

z) cos *öl 
"0"nt=0

oo

Uø(r,ó,t,t) - t l-U6,.þ,2) sin *ó1"0"
rn=O

wlrere the overbarred terms denote amplitudes. The time facto, 
"itot 

is suppressed in the

sequel. The Fourier harmonics are uncoupled and, therefore the analysis may be carried

out by considering only one harmonic at a time with the complete solution given by the

summation of all harmonics considered. Thus the formulation is given only for an arbitrary

harmonic number rr¿.

In order to derive the equation of motion, the displacement field is written in the

usual way in terms of the shape functions and the nodal displacements. The discretized
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equation of motion, for each harmonic m) over the region .R¡ is found to be (see equation

2.r7)

where,S¡"¡ represent the impedance matrices, q¡ and Qp the interior and boundary nodal

displacements, respectively, and Pp the boundary nodal forces. The overbar is understood

to stand for amplitudes. For our purpose, only a relationship between the inside nodal

displacements and the boundary ones is needed which is given by

lf; i':"1{;:): {ui}

where

[S¡c] : [S¡r]-t[S¡a].

4.4 Boundary integral representation of the region .R¿

A boundary integral representation for the scattered field in the region RB is derived

from the elastodynamic reciprocity theorem (Achenbach, 1973) which may be written using

tensor notation in the following form:

lrfrîuf - ¡f uf¡av : frVfrfr-uf r,Ar)n¡as i,k: r,þ,2 (4.b)

where Uf andfi t"pt".ent the displacements and stresses caused by body forces ff while

Uf andTfr are the displacements and stresses caused by body forces lf ,i" a volume V

bounded by a surface ,S. Einstein summation convention of repeated indices is understood.

We first apply equation (a.a) h the region -R¿. The A field is taken to be the scattered

fr,eldUf and the B field the Green's displacernents G¿¡. The scattered field has no sources

in this domain since the inhomogeneities lie outside the domain under consideration, hence

lf :0. For Green's sources located inside RB,we obtain

{ø,¡ : -ls¡cl{qs}

(4.3)

(a.aa)

(4.4b)

f
-Uí : þ (UlE;p - G;¡o"¡¡)nrdS

JS
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where n¿ is the normal vector on the surface ,S directed outward as shown in figure 4.2,

,9 indicates the closed surface formed by the surfaces Sc, So¿ and ^9oo and the half space

Green's tensors Goj(*,x/) and Ð¿jn(x,x') represent, respectively the jth component of

the displacement vector and the jkth component of the stress tensor at point x, caused

by a ring source in Rø at point x/ and polarized along the ith axis. Since the scattered

displacements as well as the Green's displacements satisfy the radiation condition, the

integral over Soo in equation (a.6) vanishes. On the surface ^96¿, the stresses due to the

scattered waves vanish. The Green's functions are constructed in such a v¡ay that they

satisfy the same boundary conditions as the scattered field on the free surface. Thus the

stresses due to the Green's field also vanish on the surface .9a¿. This means that the integral

over the surface ,56¿ in equation (4.6) vanishes. There remains

Note in equation (a.7) that the integration is to be carried out only on the surface ,56r.

That is to sa¡ in the terminology of Green's functions, the observation points are located

on the surface ^9cr. The Green's sources are inside -R¿, but their location is arbitrary at

the moment. The differential surface element on the surface ,Sc may be written as

dS : r dgdl

-Uí : lr"{r;ro¡r, - Gr¡oj¡")n¡ d,S.

where dl represents a line element on the contour C. The circumferential dependence of

the displacements and stresses in equation (a.7) may be integrated explicitly to become

where

We now apply equation (a.6) to the region bounded by the surfaces Sç and 5.,6.

-4 field is now chosen to be the free freId UIf and the B fielcl is again the Green's field.
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Green's sources are again located inside -R¿. Since the free field is due to sources located

very far from the scatterer, it is not singular in this region. Moreover, the stresses on the

surface ^9o6 due to the free field as well as the Green's field vanish. Thus one obtains

The negative sign for n¡ is due to the chosen direction. Adding equations (a.8) and (a.9)

yields

ui : 6^ [ (G¿¡o¡n - Ð¿¡¡ú¡)n¡r dt
JC

where Ù¡ and o¡r represent the total wave fields:

u,:u{r +ui

o jt": al[ + air

o : 6,n 
l"ro¡'tr¡r, - G;¡ar¡[)Çn¡)r d'I

Let us no\M assume that the Green's sources are placed on the mesh boundary B. Substi-

tuting equation (4.10) into equation (4.11a), an expression for the total wave field is now

obtained as

In the above the contour integral along C is calculated in a clockwise direction from ô to

e. Arguments are included to specify where the field values are calculated. The variables

in the integrand are calculated on the contour C for Green sources located on the contour

B. Evaluating equation (a.12) for Green sources located at each node on the boundary B,

one obtains

u¿@) - 6,, 
I.rrnru,r - Ð¿¡¡,lJ¡)n¡r d,t * qr @)

(4.e)

wlrere lGnl,,lnl,,{"},lfn] and {U} contain, respectively, terms of. G¿¡,nk)o¿j, Ð¿¡¡n¡ and

tI¡ and Qs denotes boundary nodal values. Note that the terms {o} and {I/} appearing

on the right hand side are still unknown. Let us now assume that the region between C

and B is discretized as shown in figure 4.3. (In actual discretization, substantially large
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numbers of nine node elements are used). The contour integral is now divided into integrals

over the segments L-2,2-3 and 3-4. Using the standard finite element methodology, the

displacements and stresses on each segment can be related to the nodal displacements of

the element which contains the segment:

In the above, [ff] contains shape functions and [tr"] contains shape functions, its derivatives

and material constants. Substituting equation (4.14) into equation (4.13), we obtain

In the above equation,

{o} : lr"l{q}

{u} : t¡rl{ø}.

where

{u(B)}: [,4]{ø} + lutr ça¡¡.

[Á] : u*{|",_,lelrd.t* 
Ir,_"[e]rd,t* 1""_^

The integral may now be evaluated on each segment by using a Gauss quadrature. Let us

now partition {4} into {4s} corresponding to the displacement on the contour B and {qr}
corresponding to the displacement interior to B. Equation (4.15) then takes the form

[o] : [tc']t"llL"l- tr'lt¡/l].

We note here that, in obtaining this equation, the continuity of the displacements and

stresses across the finite element mesh boundary B is implicitly satisfied since it is built into

tlre Green's functions. Substituting equation (a.Q into equation (4.17), and rearranging

it, we obtain

$.Laa)

(4.t4b)

{Q"¡ - [Ai{qù + [Aa]{q"} + {qr; }

tAl,dt\

(4.15)

(a.16ø)

tqr;¡: l[¡] +lAlls¡c] - lt"ll{q"}.
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Equation (4.18) may be solved for the displacements of the boundary nodes. Then, equa-

tion (4.4) may be used to obtain the displacements of interior nodes. The displacements

due to scattered field at any point in the region exterior to boundary B may be obtained

by using equation (4.10) with the Green's sources placed at the point of interest. 'We note

here that G¿¡ and Ð¿¡¡ in the above formulation represent the half space Green's tensors.

The formulation is equally valid for a full space problem when full space Green's functions

are used.

4.5 Green's function for axisymmetric analysis

The boundary integral formulation relies heavily on the availability of appropriate

Green functions. In this section, we derive the Green functions for a time harmonic ring

source buried in an elastic half space. However, we find that it is more instructive to start

with the derivation of full space Green functions. It will be seen that half space Green

functions are comprised of full space Green functions and additional terms arising from

the free surface of the half space. We use a method of potential combined with the Hankel

transform in the derivation. The procedure is of sufficient generality to be useful in general

elastodynamic problems involving axisymmetric geometry.

4.5,L Greents function for full space

Consider an entire space region as shown in figure 4.4 where (*,A,r) is the Cartesian

coordinate system and (r, þ, z) tbe cylindrical coordinate system. z-axis is vertical. An

arbitrary load (source) is assumed to be distributed over a ring of radius r/ which is located

at a depth zt. Tlte medium is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic. It
is understood that the motion is time-harmonic and the term, 

"n" 
(, is circular frequency),

is suppressed in all expressions.

For the purpose of derivation, it is convenient to view the entire space as being com-
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posed of two regions of the same material (figure 4.4). The source, which is singular, is

then treated as a stress discontinuity across the plane z : z'. The governing equation of

motion of a time-harmonic system in the absence of body forces may be written as

pv2ll+(À+/r)VV.U+ pazÍJ-0. (4.19)

It is easy to show that the Helmholtz decomposition of displacements written in the form

U:Ys*V x (xë,) *V x Y x(Të,) (4.20)

satisfies equation (4.19) provided that the potentials ç,y and rl are the solutions of the

scalar wave equations

where ko and k" are the pressure and shear wave numbers, respectively:

oo:'l #** k":'l l'
The functional dependence of the potentials on the coordinate ó may be expressed as a

Fourier series

(v'+kz)w-o

(V'+k?)x-o

(vt+k|)n:o

where the summation is over the integral values of m from -oo to oo. Substituting equa-

tions (4.22) into equations (4.21) and invoking the orthogonality condition of the eigen-

functions ei*Ô, one obtains

ç(r, ó, r) : Ð e,n(r, z)ei*Ó

x(r, ó,, t) : Ð x,n(r, z)ei*Ó

T(r, ó, ") 
: Ð T,n(r, z)ei*ó

@.2Ia)

(4.27b)

@.21c)

k.iW +&'o-#rr^+þ:o

#.'rT+&3-#,**+þ:o
k.iT+@,"-#,r-,+þ:o
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for m: 0, T1,T2r.....

In view of the axisymmetric geometry of the problem, we introduce the rnth order Hankel

transform

whose inversion formula is

Í (r,, ") - [* i* G, z){J,.((r) d,( (4.24b)
JO

wlrere f (r, ,) is a sufficiently smooth function, { the transformation parameter and J,n lhe

Bessel function of the first kind and order rn.

i*(t, ò : lo f @, z)rJ,*({r) d,r

Upon applying the rnth order Hankel transform to the equations of motion corre-

sponding to the rnth harmonic number, equation (4.23),, one obtains a set of ordinary

differential equations in z

t4 + &d- t\øndz2

qË
¿"i+@?-€\rtn,

ry+&Z-€\ñr,dzt

whose solutions are found to be, for Region 1,

@.2aa)

and for Region 2,

-0

-0

-0

,ÞnG, z) - A!,.(t)e."

ñnG, z) - cLG)eP"

,ÌXG, z) : EL,G)eP'

,þnG, z) : az,.(t)e-o"

xn\, z) : DZ,.G)e-B'

ñ#(€, z) : Fl(()e-þ'
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where ALrB'r-,, etc., are constants

conditions and

The radicals c and B are made single valued by specifying the branch cuts eminating from

the branch points €: lcp and { : k", respectively. The branches are chosen such that the

real parts of c and B arc nonnegative (figure 4.5). Under this choice of the branches, the

e-o" and e-þ'terms in Region 1, the eo" and. eþ" terms in Region 2 are not admissible

and are thus omitted in equations (4.26) and (a.27). In view of equations (4.22), (4.24)

and (a.26), a solution of the scalar v¡ave equations (4.21) can now be written, for Region

1, as

of integration to be determined from the boundary

a: \f €2 - kzp

þ:t/€2-k?.

and for Region 2, as

g1 (r, ó, ò : D "n*r Io A].e., (J,.(€r) d€

xL(r,,ó,r) :Ð"n*r lo clee"¿J,.(€r) d€

,f (r,, ó, ù : Ð "o-r Io EleÞ" ¿J,-(€r) d€

The determination of the unknown constants now remains.

In cylindrical coordinates, the displacements are related to the potentials

g2(r,,ó,,r):Ð"0^r 
fo

X2 (r, ó, ò : D "o*r Io

,f (r, ó, ,) : I "o^r Io

Bz,ne-o"(J,n(€r) d€

Dz,.e-Þ'1J,.(€r) dt

Fle-Þ"¿J,.(€r) dt

$.28a)

(4.28b)

(a.2sc)

U,
0e , 0y 0'n:- 0r ' rAö' 0z0r
0p 0y , 7'rt

- ,Aó - A, - ,"A"Aö

0g 0 , 0r1,, 7'rt
0z r0r'' ôr' 120ó2
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Upon substituting equations (a.28) into equations (4.30), it takes the form, for Region 1,

u) :Ð"0*r 
lo* Þet.eo, + €2 nleø,1¿J,,((r) d,{ @.Jta)

€J,o+t(€")¿€. (4.31ô)

The stresses may be obtained from the constitutive law of classical linear elasticity

oij : À6¿¡U¡,¡ * 2¡1.(U¿,¡ * U¡,t). (4.32)

Substituting equations (4.31) into equations (4.32), the expressions for stresses required

for the analysis, in Region 1, are found to be

ol" : Ð"^r lo* W{r€, - tc!)dt,eo, + zp€, pt},e-0,7¿J,.(€r) d( (aßa)

u) +iuä:Ð"0^r 
Io* 

*rro1,o"o' L;CleÞ, + 0øleo"1

tJ,n+t(€r) d€ (4.33ó)

The expressions for the displacements and stresses for Region 2 may be found from those

for Region 1 by replacing the coefficient 
" 

A1,., Cl and E|_ bV Br,_, Dr,. and Ffl,, and a and

þby -a and -8, respectively. The continuity conditions may be written as

o1",(r,ó,r') - o2,(r,ó.,2'): F, (a3aa)

o)o?,,ó,r') - o2o?,,ö,2'): Fö (4.J4b)

o!,(r,, ó, ,') - o2,(r, ó,, z') : F, (a3ac)

U)(r,ó,"') -U?(r,ó,"'):0 (4.J4d)

u$(r, ó, "') - u26(r., ó, ,') : o ( 43ae)

u)(r,ó,r') -u2?,ó,2'): o (ß4f)

where F,, F6and.F) denote the components of the intensity of the source-load. The loading

rnay be expanded in Fourier harmonics to become

F¡(r,ó,ò:DF¡,n(r,z)ei*Ó i=r,ö,2 (4.35)
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Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of ring loads for the harmonics m : 0 and m: 1. Before

substituting expressions for displacements and stresses in equations (4.34), we rewrite the

continuity conditions at z : zt in lhe following form:

("t", - i"2Ð - @2, - i"2ù - f "o*ó(F,,n - iFa,.)

(o),+i"lÐ - @2,+iolr): I "n*ó(F,,n+iFo,.)
o:" - 02,:D"o*rF"*

(ul-n ä)-(u:-i,u2):o
(u)+nuÐ-(ul+iu2r):o

u) - u2" :9,

and note that, the terms on the right hand side of equations (4.36) readily adrnit the

following integral forms:

which greatly facilitate the imposition of the continuity conditions. Substitution of equa-

tions (4.31), (4.33) and (a.37) into equations (4.36) results in a set of linear simultaneous

equations which may be solved explicitly for the six unknowns A1,.,...., Fh. Substitution

of the coefficients into equations (4.31) and (4.33) gives the displacements and stresses

required for the analysis. The expressions for the Green's displacements and stresses for

the case m:0 may be found in Appendix E.

fa
F,,n - iFo,*: | @l;-, - ii,;;-r)tJ,n_t(€r) d€

Jo
l'æ

F,,o I i.F6,. : I G'#' + ir;¡1)tJ,.+t(€r) d€
Jo

F,,n: [* fr,*,tt,,(€r) d€
Jo

(a.36ø)

(4.36ô)

(a.36c)

(4.36d)

(a.36e)

(4.36/)

4.5.2 Green's function for half space

The half space Green functions are derived following the steps presented in the previ-

ous section. All the expressions and equations remain valid with the exceptions as noted
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below. The Region 1 is now finite (0 < , 1 zt) and therefore admits e-o" and e-þ" terms

in equations (4.26) which become

The nine integration constants A!r.,...., Fl are determined by solving nine equations, six

of which are the continuity conditions (equations a.36a-f). The remaining three arise from

the boundary conditions at the surface of the half space:

,þT,G, z) : A1,*(()"o" + 81,.G)"-"'

xT,G, z) : c|-(t)"þ" + ol1¿¡e-0"

ñnG, z) - ELG)"þ" + rll¿¡e-z,

whiclr are written at z: 0 as:

o!,(r, s,,0)

o)r1r,6,0¡

o),(r, þ,0)

Upon solving the nine constants, displacements and stresses are obtained from equation

(4.31) and (a.33). Expressions for half space Green functions are given in Appendix E. For

illustration, v¡e present here the expression corresponding to m :0 for vertical displace-

ment due to a unit ring source in the radial direction.

Full space:

(4.88ø)

(4.38ö)

(a.38c)

-0

-0

-0

o), - tolr

ol, + lol"r

o!,

-0

-0

-0

Gr3 : - lr* -ssn(z - 4ñfe-atz-z't - ¿-ßt,-"',lffietrgÒd€ @.ara)
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Half space:

It may now be noted from these expressions and those given in Appendix E, that the half

space Green functions may be obtained by adding extra terms to the full space Green

functions. The additional terms represent the reflection at the surface of the half space of

v¡aves eminating from the Green's source. Since these expressions are very cumbersome, we

carried out two checks in order to eliminate possible blunders and errors in the derivation.

The first check is the reciprocity relations. In this, the Green functions should satisfy

2€(2€2 - k?)

kTF-(€) ¡¿2"-(Þz+a'') ¡ aBe-@z*Bz')1]ffien4ùd€ (4.41b)

where the primed coordinates denote source points and the unprirned ones denote ob-

servation points. Tirese relations are checked numerically by switching the locations of

source and observation points. In the second check, the source and observation points

are assumed to be located on the contours C and B respectively and the elastodynamic

reciprocity theorem (equation a.6) is applied to the region bounded by the surfaces ,9s

and So". The A field is chosen to be the free fr,eIdU{r and the B field is the Green's field.

In this case, one obtains

u{Î Q) - 6,n f "Guul{ 
- Ðo¡uulr )Çn¡)r d,t (4.42)

The right hand side is computed for sources located at various locations on C. It was

observed that the left and right hand sides matched at least to three significant digits.
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4.6 Evaluation of Greents functions

The calculation of the Green's function is computationally very expensive. There are

two branch points, as mentioned previously, at ko and k" lying on the formal path of

integration. Moreover, an examination of the expressions for the Green's functions reveals

that they have simple poles at le, which corresponds to the root of the Rayleigh wave

function F -(€). To be consistent with the radiation conditions and the choice of branches,

the path of integration should be deformed around the singularities as shown in figure 4.5.

The integrals, often referred to as wave-number integrals, are evaluated numerically

since exact integration seems impossible. It is proposed to carry out the integration on

the complex plane along the deformed contour as shown in figure 4.5. This is necessitated

by the proximity of the singular points to the formal path of integration. Note that this

introduces no error as the integrands have no singularities in the first quadrant of the

complex plane. Note also that the integrands are highly oscillatory due to the presence of

Bessel functions. This entails a great deal of computational effort. In two dimensional wave

propagation problems, the v¡ave number integrals are of the form f'" tr'({) cos(r{)d( where

the integrand is a complex function with a rapidly oscillatory behaviour. Two widely used

methods emerge in the literature as the dominating philosophies for integrating oscillatory

functions (Davis and Rabinowich, 19S3). fn one, integration is performed between the

zeros of the integrand. In the other, a quadratic curve is fitted to f' ({) in each subinterval

and the integral is evaluated analytically. For the problem at hand, the integrals to be

evaluated are of the form Ii e!)nþ1)J,.(rzÐ d€ and none of the methods cited above

can be used. Xu and Mal (1985, 1987) proposed a scheme based on the modified Clenshaw-

Curtis approach for evaluation of 'wave number integrals encountered in two dimensional

problems. Extension of this method for the fully three dimensional case seems difficult.

The present author designed an adaptive scheme with self-adjusting interval lengths. The

algorithm is based on the Simpson's quadrature. The routine automatically halves the
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current subinterval if a certain error criterion is not satisfied. The advantage of this

algorithm is that all ordinates from the failed trials are reused. Numerical experiments with

some known integrals indicated that the adaptive scheme is superior to the conventional

quadrature schemes using fixed step length.

In order to test the adaptive routine, the following integrals

,r: 
fo*

,, : 
Io*

are evaluated and the results are shown in Table 4.1. The values of ø1 and å1 in figure 4.5

do not seriously affect the accuracy. Common sense should prevail in selecting values for

ø1 and ô1. Too small value of ø1 would bring that part of the contour that is parallel to

the real axis too close to the singularities. On the other hand, too large value of ø1 has the

undesirable effect of making the total length of the contour large which, in turn, increases

the number of integrand evaluations. The value of å1 should be larger than k," to avoid the

singularities. Based on extensive numerical testing, we recommend the following values:

ør : 0.5k" -* 1'5k"

h : L1le, -- 3'0k"

From a numerical view point, the upper lirnit of integration, oo, merely represent some

large number which is assumed to be equal to 2000 in the program. The program is

designed to terminate as soon as the integral has converged. For instance, termination

occured at c1-36 for the above two integrals. This is due to the fast decay of the negative

exponential terms in the integrand.

The adaptive routine greatly aided the evaluation of Green's functions. The conver-

gence of the Green's ftrnction integrals (equation 4.41) is mainly governed by A^z - l" - ,'l
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which indicates the difference of the levels on which source and observation points are

located. \Mhen Az is small, the negative exponential functions are weak and the integrand

decays very slowly. Consequently the routine does not terminate until after c1 has reached

a large value. Very often, this causes numerical precision problems (underflow and loss of

significant digits) and round-off error dominates the final value of the integral. Therefore,

in the computation of Green's functions, c1 wa,s allowed to reach a maximum value of 150,

at which point the integrals are assumed to have converged. 'We wish to emphasize here

that the integrals converge by themselves most of the times before cl reaches the value

150. Only when the source and observation points are located almost on the same level

does the numerical problem arise. Despite this, the final results are seen to be very good

as shown in the next section.

4.7 Validation of the model

In order to validate the hybrid model, we consider the scattering P waves by a spherical

cavity in a full-space. The selection of the full-space problem was motivated by the lack

of benchmark solutions for scattering of P and SV waves in a half-space. The incident P

wave is propagating in the direction parallel to the z-axis. In this case, only one harmonic

number, namely rtl:0, is required. A typical mesh is shown in figure 4.7 which contains

5l/s number of nodes where ilr is the number of boundary nodes. The accuracy of the

results depends on the fineness of the mesh as well as the number of boundary nodes. The

fineness of the mesh addresses the finite element representation of the near field while the

number of boundary nodes refers to the boundary integral representation of the far field.

In general, the fineness of the mesh is increased until no appreciable variation is observed

in the response. The following material properties are used: p,: I.0, p : I.0 and u :0.25.

The normalized frequency is defined as

_ ao,

TCp
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where

in which a is the radius of the cavity, Co is the pressure-wave velocity and r1,o is the

wavelength of the incident P wave. Numerical results obtained from the hybrid model are

compared with the analytical solution in figures 4.8-4.10. It is observed that the results

for both real and imaginary parts obtained by using the hybrid model are in excellent

agreement with the analytical ones. This clearly establishes the accuracy of the evaluation

of Green functions for full space. We here note that the additional terms in equation

(4.41b) required to form the half space Green functions contain strong negative exponential

functions and, therefore, decay faster than the terrns in full space Green functions. In view

of this, one may conclude that the numerical evaluation of half space Green functions is

no more difficult than the evaluation of full space Green functions.

4.8 Scattering by a canyon in a half space

Next we consider a half space. Embedded in the half space is a canyon of hemispherical

geometry which is excited by a vertically incident P wave. It is defined by its potential

gi - eiko" which is reflected by the free surface of the half space as another P wave of

potential g' : -"-ikoz. The incident and reflected parts combined together constitute

the free freld 9f f '

grr - g¿ + g' :2ikpsin(koz)

which gives rise to displacements

UÍT:O

The resulting motion is axisymmetric. Therefore, only the harmonic number rn : 0 is

required. Sanchez-Sesma (1983) and Eshraghi and Dravinski (19S9c) have obtained so-

lutions to this problem using a numerical procedure which consists of constructing the

t07

U!r :2ikocos(koz).



scattered field from a linear combination of wave functions for full space. Since the wave

functions do not satisfy the zero-traction boundary conditions on the surface of the half

space,they were imposed on a part of the surface in a least-square sense. Mossessian and

Dravinski (1989) have also presented a solution scheme based on an indirect boundary

integral formulation on the surface of the canyon using the half space Green functions.

Figures 4.LL-4.L2 illustrate the response of the canyon for various frequencies. The ampli-

tudes of vertical and horizontal displacements on the surface are normalized with ko. Note

that in the absense of irregularity, the displacement would be vertical and with relative

amplitude of two. The selection of the material properties and the normalization factor

were guided by our desire to compare our results with those of Mossessian and Dravinski

(1989). We used 31 nodes on the boundary. Trial calculations with 21 boundary nodes

did not show appreciable difference. Note the excellent agreement between the two sets

of results. The ability of the hybrid model to produce very good results for both the full

and half space problems is thus demonstrated. For an obliquely incident wave, the present

approach requires many circumferential harmonic numbers. Moreover, the case of incident

Rayleigh waves could also be treated. Extension of the hybrid model in these directions is

currently underway.

4.9 Concluding remarks

The validity of the hybrid method that combines the finite element method with the

direct boundary integral equation formulation has been established. For a smooth canyon,

the indirect boundary integral formulation is slightly more efficient than the hybrid method.

This is because the number of Green function calculations is the same for both methods, but

the hybrid method requires additional computations for the finite element model. 'We wish

to point out, however, that the finite element computations increase the total CPU time

by only three percent. In multiple scattering problems involving more than one canyon,

or in problems involving alluvial valleys, the indirect formulation on the boundary of the
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scatterer vvould require a much higher number of Green function evaluations than required

in the hybrid method. Very often, the CPU time in a complex problem is reduced by a

factor of at least two by going from the indirect boundary technique to the hybrid method.

The only drawback of the hybrid method is that it requires large memory storage for

high frequencies and for complex geometries. It is of interest to note here that the hybrid

method could be extended to include layered and orthotropic materials. In addition, it

would be very interesting and useful to extend this investigation to poroelastic medium, in

view of the applicability to realistic earthquake response evaluation. However, this would

have to be a topic for future study.
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Appendix E : Green's Functions for Axisymmetric

The following are used below:

L_{}: [* {}€J,(€r)dÅ
Jo

sgn(z-r.'\:[1 ' z]zl
',-1.-r , zlzl

r+(€) : (z€2 - k?), t 4aB{z

ri Jt(€r')
2tr

,, - 
Jo(€'')

2r

1. Greents functions for full-space: case m:0

Analysis

Gtt : rr{(&"-alz-z' | - -E-"-0,"-, ) I}
Ggr : r, {(ro"(z - "') #r- n"l'-"' | + e-Pl,-/ ll)Y}

Grs : t o{(rs"ç" - "') ftÍ"-','-'' 
I - e-þu-'l)T}

Gs¡ : tr{(-ft"-",,-rt + &e-øv-tr)Y}
xr3s : ,.{(- A+#"-atz-z't + ff"-ot,-"t)r}
x3s¡ : r,o{(rsr1, - "'¡¡(2€'-;k'") "-alz-z'l - fr"-ø,-rl)r}
Ðr3r : tr{(ror(z - z')[-fr"-.1,-"'l + 

(2t2-:ôk3) s-Êt,-.''i)"]

x¡sr : tr{(#ratz-z't W#"-ot"-,'t)v}

xrrr : 
^{P#"-atz-ztt - trË-9-"-0,,-,'t)T¡ -'#r,

E¡rr : r'o{(rsrç" - r')l-W#e

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

(Æ.e)

2[t ^- -L¡3tT

z'\l- \"'"P ' --r: /

#2 "- 
atz- z' | * E n u,,-, l)ïj
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2. Greents function for half-space: case m:0

Gtt: tr{(&"-atz-z'| - ft"-ur-,t

d;% l{u-*t'*'') + Pe-þk+z')l

.'Ê##le-(Þ*.,'l ¡ "-(o'+t',1)l} (8.11)

Gsr : tr{(ron(z - z')ñl-l-.,1"-"'l + 
"-Þlz-z'l)

- ffile-a(z*z') ¡ s-al+z')1

Grs : to{(rs"1, - z')ft1"-',"-''l - "-Þl'-/11

ffi le-a(21' 
z' ) ¡ ¿- Þ(z+ z' )1

.'#+P lg2 e- to "+ 
*,' ) + op 

"- 
(.,z+ p z' )f) 

TI
Gsg : rr{(- ft"-",'-'t + &"-Þt,-"'l

ffil,,e-oe+,) * øå^¡l
-'Ê## le- 

(Þ,+ o,' ) ¡ 
"- 

(o"* t r rùIj
Ðrs3 : ,r{(&l-et, - kf;)e-.t"-,'t +2ape-Þt"-"'t1

- |ffil4( - k!)e-*Q+"') ¡2aBe-PQ+''))

- "orfl:of' lae' - k!)e-@'+P'') r 2¿z "-(Þ'+""1)'j
Ðs¡¡ : r'o{(rs"1z - z')rtfrre - k!¡e-'t"-''t - z( 

"-Þt'-/t1

.'##laBe-@"+az') ¡ ¿2"-(az+Êz')l)ij (8.12)

"t2 
lq¿2 t?l

let, - k!¡e-G"+P,') + 2aBe
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Ersr : h{(rs"(z - r')ft|-rr' "-atz-z't + Qe, - n!¡e-Þt"-,' t1

. mtl2¿2"-'1"¡") + (2€2 - k!¡e-ot'+"'t1

-"'-rtf:--#l2oB"-@'+P"')+Q€'-k!)e-@"+*"l)"\

xeer : tr{(&l2aBe-.Þ-,'l - (2€2 - tc!¡e-ot"-t t1

. mtlzaBe-o(,+,') + e€, - rc2"¡e-Þo+"'11

-'"lLíf?Of'") l2¿z "-(.,+p,') t (zt, - k!¡e-@"+-r,l)r\

Et t t : tt {(& l(^k', + 2 ¡t{2 ) e- alz - z' | - 2 p,a B e- Pl' - "' ll

#%lek', + 2 ¡-t{2 ) e- a (zr z' ) * 2 ¡raB e- Bþ+'' )f

,tlrr¿2 t^2\ a
+ "sfffi l¡k', + 2 ¡,t(2 ) e- (a z { B z' ) t z p,{2 s- ( B z I a z

Z|t ^- -L¡1tT

xsrr : Lo{(ts"çz - z')ftf-r^r', + z¡r¿'¡"-alz-z'l * zp,{z s-Þl'-"'ll

ffilfok', + z¡t{2)e-a(z{z') i 2¡r(2 ¿-Þ("+'')l

-'Ê#íP- lek, + 2 ¡t {z ) e- (a z} B z' ) * z ¡ta B e- ( B z{ a z

2p^
- -ugtT

(8.17)

(8.18)

',ùlj
(8.1e)

'Ðij
(8.20)
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Table 4.1
Evaluation of infinite integrals appearing in equation @.aa)

ø:1.0 U:I.0 z:I.0 0:2.0

Integral

Exact
Calculated

-0.6727523
Re

-0.6727520

I1

0.3087370
Im

0.3087371
-0.5475915

Re

-0.54759i5

I2

0.1829786
Im

0.1829786
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Figure 4.3 : Finite element mesh between contours C and B
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Two hybrid modelling schemes have been presented to study a variety of elastic-wave

scattering problems. In both schemes, a near field consisting of irregularities and a small

region of the host medium is modelled by finite elements. Due to the great flexibility of

finite elements, the near field region may contain inhomogeneous and nonisotropic materi-

als. Arbitrary geometry of irregularities poses no difficulty. The far field region is modelled

by wave functions in the first scheme. The resulting model is fairly simple, very economical

and yields good results in low to moderate frequency range. For large frequencies, a very

fine finite element model and a large number of wave functions are required.

In the second scheme, a boundary integral formulation is used to model the far field.

The traction free boundary conditions on the surface of the half space are identically

satisfied. The source and observation points are located on two different contours which

precludes the singularities associated with the Green's functions. Accurate evaluation

of Green's function is very tedious and expensive. This disadvantage is common to all

formulations employing Green's functions. It must be emphasized, however, that the

lack of efficient integration schemes is not to be seen as a limitation of the hybrid model

itself. It only reflects the need for more research effort in this area. The advantage of the

hybrid model is that the calculation of Green's functions is independent of the shape of

a scatterer. This means that to analyse many different scattering geometries, the Green's

functions have to be evaluated only once. This differs from the conventional boundary

integral formulation on the boundary of the scatterer where Green's functions have to be

calculated afresh everytime a new scatterer is encountered.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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